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Futile Bid For Export Markets While
Demand
For Coal Decreases

REARMAMENT NEED
NOT BURDEN US

45,000 MINERS LET DOWN
BY RECOVERY COMMITTEE
Sir Robert Horne and the South Wales Trade Recovery
WHILE
Committee plan to bring new' 'prosperity" to that stricken area

by increasing export markets for South Wales coal, comes news from
EARMAMENT FOR BRITAIN MEANS PULLING DOWN THE STANDARD
OF LIVING FOR A GENERATION TO COME-AND EVER RISING BURDENS
all over Europe of .a decreasing demand for coal.
OF TAXATION.
Sir Robert Horne estimates that an output of 1,000,000 tons is
So said .Mr. Neville Chamberlain last Friday. Two days before, Sir Robert Horne,
required
to povide 4,000 men with a year's work, which his committee
a former Chancellor of the Exchequer, said he was all in favour of financing a large
mistakenly
imagines means prosperity.
Total unemployment in the
part of the rearmament programme by loan. He did not think it right or in the interests
mining area is 45,218.
of the country or of its prosperity that this generation should bear the whole burden of
that which was going to the defence of everybody for many years to come.
Thus maximum coal output required to
He added:
bring maximum prosperity in South Wales
in view of the tremendous fall in South
"I think that we shall, in the next Budget, ,
is some 11,000,000tons.
Wales exports to Italy (1,500,000tons) it is
have a 5s. income-tax.
I think that the
But-Italy,
since 1934, has cut her coal
expected that Turkish trade will have
Chancellor will ask us to bear that
imports from Britain by a third, Turkey is
benefited.
amount for rearmament. It will require a
subsidising her own coal exports, Canada is
Exports from South Wales to Canada
very considerable loan beyond that to meet
buying less from Britain, Germany's exports
declined
by 113,217 tons last year, while
the charges which are very rightly being
(Government subsidised) are increasing at the
.Canada's imports fronr 6ermany increased
imposed upon the country at the present
expen~~ of Sou-h 'Vales.
from 31,000 tons in 1934 to 266,913 tons in
HE Minister - of Transport has
time."
Latest figures available show that 1936
awakened to the need for safe cargo exports from the Bristol Channel ports 1936.
THE BANKERS' WARNING
This reduction of 100,000 tons will be
roads. Pressure of protest from every amounted to 11,937,719tons compared with
aggravated by the new Canadian-Russian
This is what the bankers have to say quarter demanding a reduction in the 14>447,651tons in 1935-a decline of more
Agreement, which allows the importation
about rearmament:
road slaughter is beginning to take than 2,500;000tons.
of 250,000 tons of Russian anthracite into
These figures are the lowest recorded in
Mr. Rupert Beckett (chairman, West- effect.
Canada (which might displace approxithis
century
except
in
the
Strike
years
of
And the demand is beginning to 'be I
minster Bank): Rearmament has contrimately
500,000 tons of Welsh anthracite).
1926and 1921. No fewer than 18 countries
buted nothing on the export side.
The coupled with a proviso that there has been
have
reduced
their
purchases
of
coal
from
And
from
all over the world come details
about
enough
harassing
of motorists.
time will inevitably come when the home
South
Wales.
of
inventions
that will eliminate or decrease
Recently the county surveyor of Oxfordshire
market will no longer be able to absorb said in these columns:
Apart from France, every State with a the use of coal.
.. Shall we instruct the engineers to perfect the
Mediterranean sea-board purchased less
the entire production and overseas cusIt must be obvious even to such eminent
roads or shall we attempt to perfect the nature
coal from South Wales than in the previ- economists as Sir Robert Horne that a boosttomers will again be needed.
of road users, so that they become not only wellous year.
ing of the coal export trade is no way to help
meaning but at all times unerring in j~dgment?"
Lord Wardington
(chairman, Lloyds
the distressed areas.
Mr. Hore Belisha has prepared a' "MemoBank): Britain must look ahead to that
German
Boom
time when two of the chief causes of our randum on the Layout and Construction of
Roads," to be issued to road authorities. It
Germany's exports of coal in 1936 were
present internal activity have come to an
recommends uniformity of road surfacingagain increased almost entirely <H the expense
end-our
building operations and our the usual bureaucrats' nonsense.
of South Wales, by a policy of ruthless pricerearmament
programme-and
take all
It is not uniformity of road surfaces, it cutting- made possible through Government
it safety on roads, whether uniform or not, subsidies.
possible measures to fill the gap.
that the public wants.
Last year German coal exports showed
THE TRUTH
increases of 1,600,000 and 5,700,000 metric
Give Them Money
HE Duke of Kent and the Duke of
tons, respectively, over 1935 and 1934.
So far from rearmament being a burden
Give to keen men like the county surveyor
Gloucester have been told by the
In the same period, shipments from the
on this and future generations, it is the very of Oxfordshire the right financial backmg
Cabinet that they do not consider it
Bristol
Channel
ports,
which
serve
the
activity which has released purchasing and they will do wonders that others will
advisable that they should visit the
South
Wales coalfields, declined by
the right financial
power where it is needed-in the pockets of wish to emulate-given
Duke of Windsor in Austria.
The
2,500,000 tons compared with 1935, and
backing.
voice of England has spoken!
the people.
2,700,000tons compared with 1934.
'
Apart from this foolishness about uniThe visits were to have been private,
It is a silly unnecessary way of releasing
It is understood, too, that the Brazilian
formity, the memorandum makes recomthe Royal Family being anxious to
Railways
have
covered
their
r.equirements
purchasing power, but that is what rearmamendations of a sound sensible nature such
make it known that the close ties which
over the next three months WIth German
ment has done.
as we have reported from time to time.
have always existed between them are
exporters.
This
market
was
formerly
supThe employees of the booming armament
Abolition of all redundant or obsolete plied by South Wales.
not broken by recent events.
The
Cabinet, we learn, is graciously permitindustry are enabled to call' upon the vast traffic signs is suggested, the reduction of the
Coal exported by Germany to Italy in 1936
ting the Princess Royal to visit her
resources of modern production for their pause between the red and the green in traffic amounted to 5,343,376metric tons compared
lights, fly-over junctions where possible at
brother.
requirements of food, warmth and shelter,
cross-road junctions, and the institution of with 4>424,559in 1934.
Meanwhile,
50 Jacobite
underaye and amusements, and beer and cigarettes 'standard road widths.
Under the new Anglo-Italian Agreegraduates at Oxford, led by Mr. Peter
ment, Great Britain has been given a coal
-on one condition.
It is recommended that dual carriageways
Geach, of Balliol, have proclaimed
quota of 1,600,000tons to 1,800,000tons for
That condition is that they work at should .not be less than roft wide, and that
Rupert of, Bavaria King of England
1936to 1937. This compares with 4,700,000
"because the House of Windsor had
making guns, battleships, bombing' planes, new carriageways should be at least zoft.
tons shipped in' 1934, and more than
wide.
failed to defend the dignity of the
and poison gas.
7,000,000tons in 1930.
Where a road has to carry, or may have
Crown and the liberties of the people."
A National Dividend would enable them
Some newspapers have given promiand others to call upon the same vast to carry, 400 vehicles an hour at the peak
nence to this escapade and used words
resources for all they need without having period dual carriageways are recommended
South Wales Decline
with four tracks, each with a minimum width
like "scurrilous" and "high treason."
to make guns first.
The Turkish Government has .announced
The matter does not seem very
But if we need armaments it is clear that of zoft, and separated by a central strip of its intention of subsidising its coal exports
grass verge or other material.
important, but Jacobites are entitled to
we can make them and enjoy a higher stanVisibility on bends should be made easy up to 4S. per ton. During 1936, 74 per cent.
their opinion like everybody else. We
dard of living. not a lower one.
by the banking of corners or other works, of the output of Turkish bunker coal sold was
would suggest to them, however, that
There is plenty for all, and time and such as the removal of hedges which obstruct supplied to Greek steamers.
while our present Cabinet continues in
Exports from South Wales to Greece in
resources to make armaments into the bar-' the view.
its unbridled flouting of the people on
There is also a recommendation that that year fell by 35,000 tons compared with
the one hand, and the decencies of
. gain if need be.
wherever practicable on important arterial 1935·
family life on the other, the House of
The words of Lord Wardington, quoted roads the "clover leaf" crossing, which makes
Turkey also increased its coal exports to
Windsor will not have much chance to
above, support our contention and give the collisions virtually impossible, shall be con-I ,Italy by 160,000 tons in 1935. EXP9rt
defend anything.
structed.
lie direct to Mr. Neville Chamberlain.
figures for 1936 are not yet available, but
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Prosperity-

bankers' clearings for
TOTAL
England and Wales are reported
to be £40,616,574,000.
At first sight the figure might be taken to
be the total of all cheques drawn in England
and Wales, but this is not so. If you draw a
cheque on my bank payable to somebody
dealmg with the same bank, that cheque
does not pass through the Clearing House.
Similarly, cheques drawn for cash to pay
wages, do not pass through the Clearing
House.
There are five big banks. Out of every
five cheques drawn the chances are that one
will be payable to somebody dealing with
the same bank, so that the Clearing House
figure would be four-fifths of the total cheque
turnover, giving a grand total somewhat in
excess of 50,000 millions.
Bank Deposits are, roughly,
2,000
millions, so that the rate of circulation is
approximately once a fortnight. It may be
said, then, that on the average people and
businesses who have money in the Bank,
have it for a fortnight only.
It does not need statistics to convince most
people that, on the average, wage and salary
earners spend most of their wages or salaries
within a fortnight, so that we have a picture
of so-called prosperity which shows the
employed population living on a fortnight'S
grace and hoping the wage or salary continues, and the employing population living
on a fortnight's grace and hoping that sales
will continue to come in before the fortnight
is up.
This gives a true idea of the extent of our
so-called Security and Prosperity.

Pretty Sinister
REFERRING
to the negotiations for a
large French credit from British banks,
The Times last Friday muttered darkly about
widespread rumours that the franc was to be
devalued heavily.
There were strong suspicions in "responsible circles" (unnamed) that this whispering
campaign was bein~ accompanied by "bearjng" operations agamst the franc.
It quoted M. Vincent-Auriol,
French
Finance Minister, as "fully aware of the
machinations now in progress."
The next day the Daily Herald, which
plays ball so happily with The Times, and
whose editor, is so friendly with the Bank of
England, announced the result as follows:
Agreement has been reached between the
British, French and United States Governments to punish French speculators by
arranging an upward movement of the franc.
This will result in heavy losses for French
financiers who have been taking part in the
campaign against the franc and have been
reckoning on the franc falling in value.

•
'It appears, however, that a group of British

banks, headed by Lazard Brothers and
Co., Morgan
Grenfell
and Co., and
Messrs. N. M, Rothschild and Sons had
arranged to give a credit of £40,000,000to the
French Railways under the guarantee of the
French Government.
So it was not a direct loan to France after
all. But it will save the franc.
And the
profitable transaction is a punishment for
unnamed miscreants.
It all sounds pretty ghastly, and you would
expect a violent public outcry-a demand for
the names of these sinister Frenchmen who
plot the downfall of their country's money.
The funny thing is that France has mortgaged her railways now, in much the same
way as we have prophesied that Britain will
probably mortgage the coal industry to
secure the American War Debt.
As the Birmingham Gazette put it, innocently but ominously last Friday, "the
bankers may have something to teach us yet."

THE ALBERTA
EXPERIMENT
An Interim Survey
By Major C. H. Douglas
Will be published in March
by Eyre and Spottiswoode.
The first chapters of this
book on this most stirring
and momentous piece of
current history will appear
in the next issue (March) of
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The Idea Spreads

Power Politics

T HEagainst
outcry of a section of the public
the proposal to. establish a

2

The Right
Way
To Get
Recruits

·COMMENTARY

On A
Fortnight's
Grace

Page
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THE

Natal Technical College, Durban,
rna y be forced to close down. Not for
lack of students but for lack of money.
NCREASED pay and more leave
"shadow" aircraft factory at White Waltham,
A letter in a leading South African newsnear Maidenhead, has resulted in the prowill be offered as new inducements
paper-The
Natal Mercury-printed
under
ject being withdrawn.
to join the regular Army early in
It was felt that starting a factory in such the familiar words "United Demand Neces- March.
a district would be unfair to the local inhabi- sary," indicates that in this country also
War Office announces that these improvetants and unfair to the unemployed in the people are being awakened to sovereignty.
ments will form the basis of a new recruiting
"Political
agitat~on
on
this
matter
is
unDistressed Areas, where it might be estabdesirable; that is, of course, the usual drive:
lished instead.
Increased pay for all-officers, N.C.O.s and
party
strife in which we get hot and
Whatever the rights or wrongs of it, the
men;
Improved travelling arrangements,
important fact is that complaints from Tyne- bothered over abstractions.
more free travelling; ,
"There
is,
however,
the
alternative
of
side, South Wales and Lancashire were suffiIncreased marriage allowances; marriage
cient to force Mr. Baldwin to say that the coming together in a united demand signed
allowance to be granted at an earlier age
by
every
elector
in
the
divisions
that
the
Ministry, recognising the "wider considera(age is now 26);
tions" involved, would seek, a site in Lanca- Government shall carry out the wishes of the
Better barracks; More leave;
people.
Is
not
that
the
[unction
of
a
demoshire;
Trade and vocational training for all, so
cratic Government?
.
"Let us put it to the test. No petition or ex-soldiers may get good jobs in civilian life.
protests-these
are only the implements of
TAXATION
takes money out of our people who wobble at the knees. A signed
We have repeatedly pointed out in these
pockets so that we cannot spend it on demand would let our representatives know columns that the right way to get recruits
what
we
wanted;
they
are
our
servants,
not
the things we want.
for the army is to make the job more
That is unpleasant for us and it is also our masters."
attracti ve.
CHARLES B. MUSSARED
bad for those who wish to sell us the things
There is no lack of producers willing and
we want. It reduces their incomes and puranxious to provide the food and clothing,
chases just as it reduces ours. It does nobody
the amusements and luxuries, everything in
any good. Its effect is to prevent people
CENTURY and a half ago Mr. Dunning, fact that the soldiers and their dependents
buying. some of the things that exist, or
M.P., moved in the House of Commons, want to buy with their extra pay.
could be produced in abundance.
"That the power of the Crown has increased,
And by the same token there is not an
Even if the money taken from us in taxa- is increasing, and ought to be diminished."
atom of need for anyone else to go short of
tion were paid over' to Government servants
Now Mr. Dingle Foot, the Liberal M.P., anything at all.
(which it is not), it would be unnecessary; has moved, "That the power of the ExecuSpending soldiery make prosperity for all
for to take it from us for that purpo·se is to ti ve has increased, is increasing, and ought who supply them.
assume that there is a scarcity of the things to be diminished."
people want to buy-and
that the producers
To a journalist he said, "No one who has
must go without certain goods in order that sat in Parliament during the last five years
non-producers may have them. That is just could fail to notice the steady encroachment
WHY PRICESWENT UP
nonsense that should not be tolerated.
of the Executive at the expense of the House
Question in the House of Commons by
Thanks to machinery there is now plenty of Commons and the Law Courts."
veteran
Socialist M.P. Will Thorne:
for everyone. Taxation is completely out of
Why have the prices of sugar, soap, and
date. It is a survival of the days of scarcity.
coal risen recently and what is the Board
T about the same time the executive
of Trade doing about it?
committee of the Women's Liberal
Answer by Dr. Burgin, Parliamentary
Federation in London passed a resolution
Secretary:
Sugar is dearer following
HERE is, or could be, plenty in the condemning "the growing tendency of the
increase in world prices. Soap has gone
British Crown Colony of Kenya, just as Government to settle all international probup because oils and fats to make it are
in any other part of the world. In spite of lems outside the League of Nations by the
dearer all over the world. Coal mainly
this undisputed fact, there is a proposal to old methods of secret diplomacy."
because general trade recovery has led
What happens is that the Cabinet settles
intlict extra taxation on the people 0'£Kenya.
to a greatly increased demand.
Hitherto there has been no income tax all major questions of policy behind our
backs and then announces them as faits
there. Now an income tax is threatened.
Under a system of true demoIn the Supplement issued this week (see back accomplis.
cracy we, the people, would dictate in matters
page) Arthur Welford writes an important
article on the subject, suggesting how the of general policy and the Cabinet would
people of Kenya can resist this projected simply implement these popular desires by
suitable political methods.
daylight robbery-for that is all it is.

I

Great Taxation Fraud

•

The Power of the Cabinet

A

A

T

Secret Diplomacy

Robbery in Kenya

For

PRESS CLIPPINGS ....
[or a Social Crediter's
George Turner, of Westcliffe, who was
fined 5s. at Southend today for keeping a dog
without a licence, said he had been out of
work for a long time and only got 16s. a
week.
The magistrate told him he would be well
advised to get rid of the dog, for with 16s.
a week to keep himself and his wife and
child he could not afford to keep a dog. "Evening Standard," November 24, 1936.

*

*

*

Penalties imposed under the Milk Marketing Scheme since its inception was approximately L23,000, of which LI5,000 had been
paid. Seventy-five petitions in bankruptcy had
been presented by the board resulting in the
adjudication of the defaulters as bankrupts.
-"Daily Telegraph," November 1I, 1936.

*

*

*

The municipal fathers of Koenigshuette,
Germany, decreed a municipal tax on the
advertisements of shopkeepers.
But when
the officials toured the shopping centres to
determine the amount of taxes, they found
that every shopkeeper had ceased to advertise.-"The
Star," December 2, 1936.

Notebook

The attitude of politicians and economists
to unemployment was discussed by Mr. W. S.
Morrison, Minister of Agriculture, at Shell
Mex House, London, last night.
"The only device which man has yet
discovered, by which the wealth of society
can..be distributed, is by work in the field,
the factory, or the office," he said.
"Unless there is distribution it is no use
producing. That is why politicians guide
themselves mainly by those policies which
produce the greatest amount of employment." - "Daily Telegraph," November II,
1936,

*

*

*

A 72-year-old woman, who did not disclose
to the Public Assistance authority that she
was earning 2S. 6d a week, went to prison for
seven days in default of paying a fine of 50S.
imposed on her yesterday at West London
Police Court.-"Daily
Express," January I.

*
*
*
For five years and more such immense
stocks of grain have been held in the silos of
the wheat-exporting countries that Governments have tried to restrict production, and
*
*
*
Because he could not afford to keep his sales have been subsidised to save the mass
baby girl, John William Charles Stepney (24), bankru.ptcy of overseas farmers. - "Sunday
of Purcell Crescent, North Fulham, threw Dispatch," January 3.
her over a railway bridge at Love, Lane,
*
*
*
Blackheath.-"The
Star," December 2, 1936.
The future is full of anxiety. Foreseeing
*
*
*
a possible famine this year, the great producYear's cheque clearings up by L3,056,823,OOO,ing countries have this winter put down
Reflection of better domestic trade-sound
record acreages to wheat. America alone has
basis for New Year optimism,
Total clear- sown 57,200,000 acres of winter wheat.
ings for town and country for 1936 "Sunday Dispatch," January 3.
L40,616,574,OOo.-"Evening News," January I.
*
*
*
*
*
*
The world wheat shortage, which is raising
Owing to poor [?] world harvests, Australia
is to be allowed to grow 600,000 acres more the price of bread and bringing fortunes to
wheat than last year.
This is the first speculators in Chicago, Liverpool, and other
wheat markets, is causing
increase for four years, in which time the international
area sown has been reduced by four million anxiety in every country in the world, acres.-"Sunday Times," September 27, 1936. "Sunday Dispatch," January 3.
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WOMEN-WAKE UP 1• • • • • •
MENDING ... Old Socks,
Old Clothes, Old Toys:
By M. B. de CASTRO
Is It The Woman's Job?
not realised the full contents of the franchise? Why'
WHYhavehavethey,women
as usual, allowed themselves to be led by their menfolk,
By Mrs.

SAYS

and saved the Parliamentary

B. M. PALMER

Charlotte Bronte in "Shirley"

A franchise is a charter of liberty; it is usable in other and better ways than putting
a paper in a ballot box in favour of a Conservative, Liberal or Tory representative.
It is a symbol of a power which can and should be above Parliament, i.e., "the Will
of the People." I think women have failed to use this power effectively. I think it is '
time they sat up and took notice, and did so. It is in fact almost too late.
In our suffragette days there was a book called "This Man-made World." It was
American-s-amusing and fairly informing.
It pointed to the mess that purely masculine management had produced.
This
can safely be said still to be true.
If only in England, where the women outnumber the men to the tune of hundreds
of thousands, there had been any really independent, individual thought or action
taken, much that is now in the melting-pot might have been saved.
It has been suggested that we should "appeal to the mothers" through the children.
I disagree.
The mothers have the most important job in the world, and if it is properly done
it is a full-time job; too full sometimes.
I will appeal to the millions of girls who are not mothers-even
if they are, some
of them, wives.
I ask them to remember that they are "surplus" women, which means that millions
of them never will be mothers-or
not unless we set to work to make polygamy legal!
Five out of six of those girls can, if they choose, make their mark on civilisation.
Now is the appointed time.
Very soon it may be too late.
We are within
measurable distance of the next. world war. It will, unless we unite, decimate our
men for the second time in 25 years. Only united action can stop it.

:

She by no means thought it uiasie of time to devote unnumbered
hours
to most elaborate stocking mending.
She 'IV auld give a day to the mending
of two holes in a stocking any time, and think her" mission" nobly fulfilled
when she had accomplished
it ...
a weariful process, but considered by
Hortense
Gerard, and by her ancestresses
before her for long generations
back as one of the first" duties of women."
.
Charlotte knew it was waste of time-what would she have said of the modern mania
to "make work"?
"Mend, mend, mend I" said a woman of today. "Half my life is spent in mending.
Old socks, old toys, old clothes. I suppose it's a woman's job."
It most emphatically isn't! Why should we have to mend things that can be
made in enormous quantities by mass production?
Old hand-made lace, perhaps, or beautiful embroidery-but
why mend socks?
A man and boy with a knitting machine can turn out twenty-five thousand a week,
and make more than a million pairs a year.
SO WHY DARN?

* * *

When you get behindhand you spend a whole evening at it. This is real waste of
time, forced on you by the mere lack of money to buy the socks turned out by the
n1achine.
.
But I'm afraid you'll have to keep on doing it till you get your National Dividend:

* * *

I HAD

The united action of the million or so maids, old and young, would go an appreciable way to doing it.
Who will join hands today to form a nucleus, to make the core of an army of women
voters who can and will bring pressure to bear upon the so-called "representatives" of
the people of England assembled in Parliament at Westminster?
The suffragettes "marched on Westminster."
It may be necessary to do so again.
Let us meet and discuss the idea-the possibilities-and
others.
Anyone interested in meeting Miss de Castro personally can do so by appointment
via Mrs. Palmer.

a letter from a man a short time back, addressed to the Women's Corner.
He says:
"Every woman has her own way of getting what she wants. I challenge any man
to deny it!
"You will read that as a joke. All right, laugh at my joke!
"Once my wife and I lived in rather a dreary road in rather a dreary suburb. We
jogged along. Then I got a rise, rather a big one.
"My wife knew what she wanted, and quite soon, somehow, it became what we
wanted, and now we live in a much better house where the children can be near a good
school.
.
"She got what she wanted. Yes. It does me good to think of what will happen
when the women of England see that it is possible to get a National Dividend.
"A nice little income quite apart from what they earp, or what their husbands
give them, an income that no one can take away. Why, they won't be happy till they
get it.
"It would be nice to run some charabanc trips for women, to visit Lancashire and
see the cotton spindles smashed up. Then to come home, to spend the next day turning sheets sides to middle.
"Or a little motor tour in Scotland, to see the milk being poured through a drainpipe into the river. (I have seen a photograph of this being done.)
"Men pulling down, destroying, cramping and restricting, while women spend hours
in mending and economising, trying to set right what has been set wrong.
"Why it's more than flesh and blood could stand.
"Once bring it. home to women that the dividend is within their reach, and that
only the stupidity of man is keeping it from them, and I don't think we should have
much to worry about.
'
"Yes, women have their own way of getting what they want."

* * *

THANK
you, correspondent. You say some nice things about us.
right. Now, women, it is up to you to rise to the occasion.
•••••••••

New Tactics

;

New Times

A meeting will be held at Essex
Hall on Thursday, February I I, at
7.30. Women specially urged to come.
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CREDIT-POWER AND DEMOCRACY
(4th Edition
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HERE is at least one English
woman who can buy anything
she wants.
Mrs. Eugenie Daubeny is said to
have the world's best job.
She is
going out to South Africa with
unlimited cash at her fingertips, and
unlimited opportunities of spending
it.
She is to represent
a dress
designer, an interior decorator, and
a jeweller, who are providing her
with an outfit worthy of a princess,
and jewellery to the value of
Lco.ooo.
She is an ambassadress of tradea walking advertisement.

.........

by Miss

..)

T

AT

an address
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WOMAN WHO
CAN BUY ALL
SHE WANTS

For
a meeting of the Women's Freedom
League on January 27, Mrs. Teresa
Billington Greig suggested that the leaders
of the women's movements throughout the
country should together decide on one aim
-which
by reason of its universal appeal
would attract a majority of women.
The
societies should then make a cencerted
demand for this one thing.
The following methods were suggested:
Women should hold meetings at every
election even if their societies could not
afford to run candidates, and should make it
clear that the women's vote in that particular
constituency would be largely influenced by
the candidate's response to their agreed aim.
The first thing to be done then was to
decide what the aim should be.
The success of Mrs. Billington-Greig's
admirable proposal will depend upon the
objective chosen, which must be definite,
attainable within a reasonable time, and have
a universal appeal to women, and upon the
demand being for results and not for
methods.

'Extracts
from
Dividend
Club,

I hope you are

Il ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

Vote for Elections only?

women health officers, interviewed at
a meeting of the Women's Public Health
Officers' Association, were asked the following questions:
What are the outstandin& problems to be
tackled to make an AI nation?
How should the' problems be tackled?
Four out of five quoted food, or lack of it,
as an outstanding problem.
Only two out of five realised that it was a
lack of money problem.
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The Great Illusion
NE of the surest ways of paralysing
O
action that could and should be
taken is to propagate the idea that it
can't be done without the co-operation
of somebody else who happens. at the
time to be somewhere else also.
A mere artifice, a mere imaginationbut how readily it takes root in the
minds of men, for it exploits and capitalises inertia; it. provides a plausible
(though false) escape from personal
responsibility.
The ostrich, when it buries its head in
the sand, deludes itself that by banishing
its own sight the hunter is thereby
. banished also.
:in many movements today much wellmeaning effort is foredoomed to futility
-or worse-by illusory methods like that
of the ostrich. Yet their objectives may
be as sound as the ostrich's desire to
escape the hunter.

By courtesy ot "The New Catholic

Hitler's Guns Instead of Butter Campaign Continues. • • •

is one of the greatest of modern
ITillusions
that a problem becomes
easier to solve the bigger it can be made.
Matters of a purely national concern
are submitted to the babel of international politics, and become the subject
of World Conferences, each of which
ends in frustration and the preparation
for another.
. The eyes of the fool are in the ends of
.the' earth.
For twenty years. men have sought
pea~e in leagues and conferences of
nations, consistently ignoring that war
within their own frontiers - the war
between debtors and creditors - which
has its casualties in prisons, casual wards
and workhouses, in distressed areas,
slums and mortuaries.
If we set about achieving peace in
Britain, we shall have done something
practical and concrete towards world
peace. But if we wait for someone
somewhere else to do something before
we ourselves act our possible and local
part (which needs no consent or conference of foreigners), the next war is
certain.
Many have concentrated on disarmament as a means of achieving peace.
But armaments do not fight, men do;
and armaments are an effect, not a cause.
Real peace has no need nor fear of arms.

B

ENEATH the universal chasing of
. shadows lies the false assumption
that we cannot act individually and
nationally
without
international
cooperation.
The same illusory principle is urged
against the practical proposition of Social
Credit, by vague references to the International Exchanges, and forebodings of
disaster to British credit abroad. Ridiculous bogey!
To suffer the tyranny of scarcity-and,
for millions of our people, utter destitution - in order to sustain our financial
credit abroad is as sensible as hara-kiri
to humiliate an enemy.
It is as sensible to believe that we cannot abolish slums and poverty until every
country in the world agrees to do the
same, as it is to assert that we cannot
distribute our herring catch in Britain
without European consent.
Yet just this idea, nebulously accepted,
paralyses the individual. Helplessly, he
sterilises his own sovereignty and initiative-a slave to a false abstract idea.
HE truth is that men are men, not
nations, not classes, nor parties.
There are no distressed areas, there are
only distressed men.
"I'm only one man," says the mind
seeking escape in the false slogan that
the herd is greater than the individual.
We are all "only one" and each of us
must act if we want peace and plenty in
our time.

T

Next Year's
Slu.Wp? •

"We are moving towards

a climax-either

,j N'
I

I

a fearful
explosion or a Sttcl,~e:fl slqw,
down . of this> divinely
appointed
rearmament
programme. What follows?
Another slump-"

'

that "Prosperity' '~;h~~\'returned, some of our
professors of economics.....
have begun talking gloomily
about the forthcoming slump of, I 93.8-39.
I cannot help feeling that this is just a precautionary move
on their part. As, admittedly, they have no idea what is going
to happen next, they argue that depression is the better part
of valour and begin prophesying a slump so that if one comes
they cart walk about in their profesFears, hatreds, dictatorships persist and will Evening Standard, I believe it could easily be
sorial capes with a knowing air.
continue to do so while the economic causes as bad as the last.
OvV

I

I

IN

•

case we should get too dispirited,
Evening Standard City Editor S. W.
Alexander tells us we shall never have a
slump like. the last one again.
It was an abnormal one, he says, and will
not be repeated.
For instance, there was the War Debr plan
which had to break down before the creditors
realised it was unworkable.
There was also the suspension of the Gold
Standard which still further undermined
confidence.
These doubts and fears germinated and
begat hatred, intense nationalism with rigid
protection of markets, dictatorships and the
growth of armies.
Then with a touch of illogicality he adds
that a big contributory factor towards the
depression was the neglect of our own armaments. But happily we are never likely to
adopt such foolish policies of disarmament
agam.
These fears, he says, have been so strong
as to cause some people to take heed only
for today and to make no plans or provisions
for tomorrow. It has even had an influence
on the size of our population.

•

A LL this represents a defeatism completely

foreign to the character of the British
people.
It is doubtful whether anybody will be
able to draw much comfort from these words.
The burden of War Debt-the
interest on
that vast sum created out of nothing and
lent to us, the owners of it, by the banksremains around our necks like an old man
of the sea.
Payment of instalments on the astronomic
sums which we owe to America are, it seems,
to be resumed.
Suspension of the Gold
Standard was a slight easing of the burden,
,yet it may one day be restored.

The mystical school of AstronomerEconomists who observe booms and slumps
in the same way that astronomers observe
the motions of heayenly bodies, will put it
This leaves the glorious and heartening
down (if they are alive to tell the tale) as
prospect of rearmament which we have so
another ex-terrestrial phenomenon, and by
foolishly neglected in the past.
drawing graphs of previous slumps, prophesy
.
MR.
WINSTON CHURCHILL, writing its duration and severity.
At
one
time
it
was
believed
that
diseases
about this in the same issue of the
Evening Standard, says that defence esti- fell into this category, and the pioneers of
mates for the current financial year amount hygiene were not only scoffed at for their
to [160,000,000, though there will probably fantastic notions but thundered at from the
be a series of supplementary estimates which pulpit for their presumption in thinking to
fly in the face of Providence.
may increase these figures.
There is something worse than defeatism
During 1937, our programmes will remain
very much in arrear, and not until 1938 will about. It is a fear, deliberately encouraged
by those who .pull the strings, that if we alter
the big results begin to show.
He adds: "It will, of course,' be utterly the rules which govern the supply of our
impossible to meet the expenditure of 1937 bread and butter, something terrible will
happen.
;
without heavy borrowing ... Mr. 'ChamberThe
truth,
of
course,
is
that
something
lain last year increased his income tax by
terrible will happen if we don't-something
3d. to 4S. 9d. in the [.
"It would seem very natural if he this year even worse than what is happening to us
advanced it by another 3d. to the full five now.
shillings."
But he says, "We cannot contemplate a
are we going to avoid this catasprolonged period during which the armed HOW
trophe?
Some people say we should
forces of Europe will continue to develop and
insist
on
some
particular alteration of the
subsequently be maintained at their hideous
maximum level. Events are certainly moving rules which they feel to be necessary.
Such people are called monetary reformers,
forwards towards a climax."
Exactly.
This dazzling system of ours and there are about 120 different groups .
Supposing the readers of this journal were
works after a fashion only when expansion
is taking place. Just now, for example, the convinced that Proposal Number 117was the
then? How could we
most surprising firms, engaged in the most one and only-what
.
apparently peaceful labours, have govern- insist on its being put in force?
We couldn't unless we had first discovered
ment contracts for the manufacture of armaments, while nearly everybody-down South how to bring pressure to bear in an effective
at any rate-benefits indirectly from these manner. And even then, by demanding
copious streams of money injected into the some particular method we should be laying
ourselves open to trickery and bad faith on
production system.
But as Mr. Churchill ruefully admits, we the part of those who wished the plan to fail.
It is results we all want in terms of human
are moving towards a climax. This climax
is either a fearful explosion or a sudden satisfaction. A people's determined demand
slowing down of this divinely appointed for results may yet avert disaster.
rearmament programme.
.
What follows then? Another slump. And
with all due respect to the City Editor of the'
remain unchanged.

•

•

G.W.L. Day
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NEW ,READERS
. SHOULD
READ THIS
t

you

are short of money to spend and
you therefore go short of goods and
services which you want.
2. The majority of Britons are in the same
boat.
3. At the same time the goods we all want
are being destroyed and their production is being
restricted, because we have not the money to buy
them.
4. Sane people know that such destruction
and restriction while people are in want is
sacrilege.
5. Unless you protest with all your might
your silent consent makes you guilty as an
accessory to this foul crime.
6. Your conscience and your self-respect
require that you do your duty as a voter in a
democracy by insistently demanding the Abolition of Poverty and the issue of National Dividends (without taxation) to all, as a right and
not as a concession.
7. National Dividends are claims on the goods
that are being destroyed and the produCitionthat
is being restricted.
8. Don't waste time arguing methods.
DEMAND RESULTS at once and urge others to
do so.
9. This is YOUR JOB and you cannot leave
it to another and retain your self-respect. They
also have their part of t1lis great task to do.
They cannot make good your failure. (See Electoral Campaign form on back page.)
10. IT'S UP TO YOU.

Children Go
Starving
to School
R E are children attending
THEelementary
schools in London
who are unable, by reason of lack of
food, to take full advantage of the
.education provided for them.
This was reported to the L.C.C. Education Committee last week by the Special
Services Sub-Committee, which adds that
during the coming financial year the funds
.available will be insufficient to defray the
cost of the food required.
Why are the "funds" insufficient? There
'is plenty of food. Many children, too, do
not get enough sleep, owing to overcrowding
and vermin-and it is all unnecessary in this
age of abundance.
Here is a chance for parents and teachers
to demand an adequate standard of living
for all.

THIS AGE OF

PLENTY
He admitted there was a total of £4 7s. per
week going into his house, and said he could
not afford to make any contribution.
The Clerk of the Court: You have a wireless set?-Yes, and a piano.
You smoke?-Yes.
Aren't those luxuries?-We
work to live,
not to live in penury.
,
You could give over smoking to contribute?
-I hope you are not going to take the bread
away as well.
Don't try to be rude.
What do radio, piano, and tobacco manu.facturers really think about it?

To Burn Three Million Bags
of "Surplus" Coffee
The Brazilian National Coffee Dtpartment
is to undertake the incineration as soon as
possible of another 3,000,000 bags of surplus
coffee.
An alternative proposal to reduce production by the destruction of some 750 million
coffee trees in Brazil has not found general
acceptance among growers.
Millions of people all over the world,
denied coffee because they have not the
money with which to buy it, must ask themselves, Why this destruction?
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Ne'w"Zealand Money Chief
12"O()O
Miles To Telllls
.
-

.

"

~.

What. We. Know
.

WALTER
NASH, the
Zealand Finance Minister, it would
M'R.appear,
has travelled twelve thousand miles to London only to tell the
'New'

British Government what it already knows.
The purpose of his visit is to negotiate a new trade agreement to take the
place of one signed at Ottawa in 1932.
He wants to increase the sale of New Zealand produce in the United Kingdom,
and offers in return increased purchases of British manufactured goods.
In almost every speech Mr. Nash has made
since his arrival last November-and
he has
made at least three a week on average-he
has stressed the need of a large proportion
of Britain's population for more and better
food.
The British Government knows about this
already. Did not a King himself, whom Mr.
Nash helped to dethrone, impress on it the
horrifying conditions in the distressed areas?
What Mr. Nash overlooks, apparently, is
that these millions of people in want lack
the money to buy.

NEW
ZEALAND'S

LITTLE
HITLERS
SEMPLE,
New Zealand
MR.Minister
of Public Works, is

reported in the Dunedin Evening Star,
November 29, 1936, to have said:
Had Mr. Nash, and the government he
"The same principle is to apply every-

Hardly Tactful

represents, succeeded in abolishing poverty
and giving freedom in security to all in his
own country, his action in constantly drawing attention to Britain's submerged third (it
is no longer only a tenth!) would be excusable, but he has not so succeeded.
In the circumstances, his action is hardly
tactful, for he wishes to secure concessions
from his hosts, and they will not like to be
constantly reminded of these things, which,
quite obviously, they wish to forget.

that men have fought and died for through
two thousand years, tumbling about our
ears.
Doubtless both Mr. Savage and Mr. Nash
regard themselves as champions of democracy, yet what they are engaged in doing is
to bring it into discredit.
How far they are from being democrats
was demonstrated when they connived at
forcing the abdication of King Edward, without consulting the people of New Zealand.
Evidently they, instead of regarding themselves as representatives of. the will of the
people, consider that by their election they
have been empowered to make the people do
or accept what they think good and desirable.
This is not democracy, but in so far as
people think it is, it will lead, in New Zealand
as elsewhere, to democracy being discredited,
although in fact it has never been tried.
Real democracy is only possible when the
people realise their sovereignty and, ignoring
party labels and platforms, unite in demanding the results they want and in forcing their
representatives to obey them.
Will New Zealand show the way?
M.W.

where. If farm labour is available and men
in towns and cities capable of doing the work
refuse to go, then their sustenance will be
stopped.
The Government is determined to discourage men loafing around the cities and
LS,OOO
Million Not Enough-A Correction
towns when there is work to do."
Under this cross-heading in last week's notes, it
The voice is that of Semple, but the words
was stated that the money income of the people
might equally well have been spoken by our of
the U.S,A, in 1936 amounted to Lj.ooo million.
own little Kingsley Wood or Ernest Brown. The correct figure is L'12 thousand million, as was .
The source of inspiration is identical, it shown by the quotation from the Brookings Instiis to be found in the bankers' philosophy tute report which gave the figure in dollars as 60
thousand million,
that people must be made to work by
The beam of poverty and insecurity in
keeping them in a state of perpetual
NO COMMENT
,
New Zealand may not be so large yet as the
insecurity-poverty
in plenty in fact!
mote in Great Britain, but this is due to good
CORNER
luck, not good rt;J.anagement.
Disappointed
The New Zealand Government has yet
BEACONSFIELD
Council
have
T AY-IN strikers at freezing factories
to show that it intends to make those who
approved
a
.
recommendation
throughout Auckland Province recently
control the financial system, so to alter it refused Minister of Labour' Armstrong's
that a new helmet be purchased for the
that it reflects the facts of plenty. So far advice to .return . to work pending a settlechief officer of the Fire Brigade and
no action to this end has been taken.
the existing chief officer's helmet be
ment of the dispute by conference.
repaired and adapted for the second
Until such action is taken and succeeds, it
"It is' a challenge to the Government as to
officer.
is futile for Mr. Nash to point to those in the who Jhallr govel1l," he .stated, "and we may
United Kingdom unable to buy all they have to face that issue."
need; there are others in like case in his own . Mr. Armstrong explained that his negotiaTo .raise money to build workingcountry.
tions with, the employers were "proceeding
class houses in Flimwell, a village on
nicely' towards a settlement" when the stay-in
the Kent and Sussex border, the vicar
strike checked further progress.
and a band of villagers are touring the
He was unable to help the men, he said,
district ) giving plays in halls and
if they had no confidence in the Labour
schools.
Government.
The plays performed are written so
Evidently labour, like the farmers, is findas to call attention of audience to bad
NDE R the heading "Socialism in ing that promise and performance differ dishousing conditions.
New Zealand" T he Times of .appoin tingly!

The Beam and the Mote

S

•

Squeezing Them
Out

U

January 28 published a letter from a
Mr. Henry Studholme , The following extracts are significant:
Letters which I receive from New Zealand
do not express_the same satisfaction with the
present state of affairs as is apparently felt
by the Finance Minister. The Labour Party
promised increased purchasing power, and
were returned at the 1935 elections with a
huge majority. Socialism, which is now their
declared object, was not mentioned by their
candidates.
The owner of a small sheep and dairy farm
writes that her rates and taxes have gone up
from £190 to over [1,000 a year since the
present Government came in. After struggling
with mortgages and a series of bad years she
. was at last beginning to see daylight. With
this new burden, however, she is unable to
carryon, and is preparing to cut up her
property into small holdings if she can find
any purchasers.
The statement that socialism, which is now
the declared objective of the government,
was not mentioned when the election was
fought, is borne out by "The Case for
Labour," published over the name of Mr.
Savage, who is now Prime Minister, on the
strength of the promises made therein.
In this interesting statement, Mr. Savage
made it clear that the farmers were not to
blame for their difficulties, which arose from
a financial policy over which they had no
control.
He promised them assistance; if the case
quoted in this letter is typical of his assistance, they would do better without it.

Never Unveiled-Never
.Paid For

PRICELESS

Extracts from two advertisers' announceOn the grave of Africa's greatest black
warrior-Chaka,
King of the Zulus=-there ments in Daily Mail of January 12:(for Blanleetsy-J'Ln. spite of the rise in
stands a memorial which has never been
wool from 2S. to 3S. 3d. per lb. within the
unveiled because the Zulu nation is still in
last eighteen months--"
debt over the erection of the monument.
(jor 'Cotton Sheets)-"Advance
in wages,
This item of information was given at the
recent meeting of the South African Histori- '
cotton prices and reductions of spindles.
All must eventually mean higher prices
_ cal Monuments Commission.

"
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Discrediting Democracy

All Italian school teachers must wear
Fascist uniforms while teaching.
Men teachers who are officers in the
Fascist Militia must wear the black
uniform of the Party while women
must wear a white blouse with a Fascist
badge and a black skirt.

W HAT

is happening in New Zealand is
but a repetition of what happens in
other democracies.
It has led to the suppression of all democratic forms in a number
of countries-e.g., Germany, Italy, Portugal,
Newfoundland.
It, will yet, if left unchecked, bring all
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These Are The Excuses Advanced
To Support
The .;...
.P'a r tv System
....

',';

Under its machinery, acting according to
its rules, England, until she began to
NINTH· instalment of the book by HILAIRE
experience 'her recent embroilments and
this criticism of the Party System, anxieties, prospered.
BELLOC and Cecil Chesterton expOSIng
the
what may be (and is privately) said in
She was, until recently, the wealthiest
its favour by those who make their nation in the world; and in the full military
Party Politics Racket
living from it. What excuses do they sense of military strength, wherein defence
is a main part of the problem, she was almost
offer?
Executive which submits to the check that unequal, of two sets of debaters, sent by the
the strongest.
First this:can be given by representative bodies or by electorate to Westminster for the purpose of
Men
of
high
capacity
have
continually
States, as all the world knows, and as those
other organs in the State, affords no oppor- discussing some great subject which has
succeeded
one
another
as
a
product
of
the
who know the world least are never tired of
.tunity for the discussion, and the balance been put forward as a policy by one or
Party
System,
and
in
general
being
an
instiinforming
us, are organic things, not
for and against, of any policy.
other of the leading teams.
mechanical. You cannot make a State: it tution in a State whose institutions have
The Party System is therefore better than
been so continuous, it should remain.
has to grow.
an unchecked or but partially checked
The British State at the present moment
Again, the Party System provides (it has
Executive; and indeed it was its superiority
has enjoyed a peculiarly unbroken conoften been pointed out) an alternative
over
such
forms
of
Executive
which
was
the
tinuity of institutions.
That is the first and most plausible excuse
government.
The alternative government
Not a particularly unbroken continuity which its beneficiaries make in favour of the boast of Englishmen over the Continent a
is potentially there; no violence, no breach
hundred
years
ago.
compared with many States in history; but, Party System.
There is attached to it a
with the past is necessary to establish under
during the last 150 years at least, a converse excuse of almost equal effect which
our happy institutions even the greatest
peculiarly unbroken one, compared with stands thus:On the other hand (would say both the change in the conduct of the nation.
the great States of Europe, its rivals.*
In a State of ancient institutions-indeed,
Many other minor arguments may be
beneficed defender of the Party System
in ~ny. St~te-you must not lightly destroy
advanced-by
such as are interested in itand
the
Don
who
is
happily
ignorant
of
Among the other institutions of Britain ~n msntution, ~or when you. h~ve destroyed
to
defend
the
Party
System.
intrigue),
actual
government
by
a
which have been developed during this com- ~t Y?U ~annot WIth ease replace It by another
It may be urged, for instance, that in
deliberate body, or even the granting of a
paratively long period of unbroken con- msututlon...
. . .
is the case with other
supreme power of veto and check to a England-whatever
tinuity stands the Party System.
Th~ political msntutions of men are not
countries-a
faint line of cleavage really
deliberate body, is in practice impossible .
.. Th'
'tt
g
theones, they are things.
Destroy the
IS was wn
en _;;,..;..
25 years
.
.
________
__ a~o.
"t monarchy, for
instance,
of a despotic society,
. A deliberate body, in proportion to its dividing the nation into two (but providenand you are bound to supply the gap which excellence in its deliberative character, is tially not so deep 'as to wound its unity) is
of initiative and of directly to be discovered.
it has left by some other definite and power- incapable
There is your English Liberal type, and
ful organ of government, concrete because it expressed will.
Will advertisers
please
The best thing we can do for the State, your English Conservative type, your Chapel
is human, and because it is human necesnote that the latest ti me
therefore, is to preserve a system under man and your Church man, and to this line
sarily subject to error and to vice.
for accepting copy for this
"Leave well alone" should therefore be a which, while one body of men shall be of cleavage which is a reality, the reality of
standing motto, so far as primary institu- tempted, in order to preserve and obtain the Party System corresponds.
column is 12 noon Monday
Yet another minor argument resides in
tions are concerned, with every - patriotic large salaries and power, to put forward a
for that Friday's issue.
policy which they believe to be agreeable to this: that with the Party System you can
man.
Unless you have some clear alternative the commonwealth, and which at the same get an organisation and equipment of the
capable of concrete expression, and cer- time they know is so debatable as to require electorate which you could never get without
such a discipline.
tainly capable of giving as good a result open discussion, another body, commanding
Thus .we may compare the percentage
Announcements & Meerings
as the institution you propose to over- followers fairly equal in numbers, shall be
of voters in contested elections in England
present
as
advocates
on
the
other
side
to
throw,
then
an
attack
upon
it
is
anarchic
Notices will be accepted in this column from
with the percentage that come to the poll
help decide the issue.
and profoundly unwise:
.
affiliated Groups at 6d. a line, minimum three lines
abroad, and the advantage in our favour
In many policies the nation will be so
But its apologists can also draw up an
may be laid to the door of the Party
cardiff
Social Credit ASSOCiation.
Meeting at 10, abstract series of arguments in favour of the
much at one that the play of the two parties
Park Place, on Tuesday, February 9, at 8 p,m.
System.
will not be called on.
Party System today.
Subject:
"The Nature of Social Credit," Speaker:
In
other
cases
details
only,
not
general
Capt. A. O. Cooper.
policies, are at stake, and for this the kind
Finally-and
this, as it is the least rational
cardiff
United
Democrats.
Meetings each WedThe Party System, properly worked, of debate known in the House of Commons and the most ignorant, is with politicians the
nesday at 34, Charles Street, at 8 p,m.
Bill amply most powerful argument of all-the
reposes essentially upon this doctrine: that as the "Committee stage" of
Party
.
to every question there must be a positive provides.
System
works
not
only
well,
but
better
than
s.c. Association. Hon. Secretary, Miss
But for the very largest issues in national any corresponding system among our great
and a negative answer: with every policy
Liverpool
D. M, Roberts, Fern Lee, Halewood Road, Gatesuggested by a statesman we must roughly policy nothing can work for more open or rivals.
acre, Liverpool.
All enquiries welcomed.
and in the main acquiesce, or we must more thorough discussion, and for a more
Now, against these excuses it is, fortunately
Northampton.
Anyone in town or surrounding
proper appreciation of the national mind, or unfortunately,
roughly and in the main dissent from it.
not difficult to open
districts interested in the active side of Social
An all-powerful Executive, or even an than the presence in numbers, not too batteries which leave them in ruins.
Credit, please communicate with the local Secretary,

is well for th~ sake of right judgITment
to consider at the close of

*

*

*

*

*

*

14, Victoria Road, Northampton,
London, W.C.2.
.

or 163A, Strand.
t?"Ic,&:')I.?'lc&ic&iCQjCQjCQjCQj~c&iCQjCQjCQjCQjc&iCQjCQjt&')c&ic&ie..?lCQjCQjc&iCQj~

National
DiYidend
Club.
Electoral
Campaign,
Enquiries are invited and should be addressed.
to the Honorary Secretary: Capt. T, H. Story, 28,
Ashburnham
Gardens, Upminster, Essex.
At all
meetings time is set aside for comments, discussion,
questions and answers, for our mutual assistance in
the Campaign.
Whether yet members or not, all
are welcomed.
wavertree
Social
Credit Association.
Will all
Supervisors, Ward Supervisors, Members, Campaigners, and all our friends who have given assistance in the past, kindly take notice, An important
meeting will be held on Monday, February
15, at
7,45 p,m. The Bungalow, Heath Road, Allerton.
No.8 car.

Miscellaneous Notices
IS.

II

line.

';:::?ICQjCQj(&"l(pjr.&=')<.::::')CQjCQjt.:7)C&l~~c..::::')(&l<.0CQjCQjt&lc&ir.6"'lCQjt.?lc&ic&ic&iCc:?l
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pOOle and Parkstone
Group.
Every Tuesday, 7
p.m., The Studio, Hermitage Road, Parkstone.
Inquirers welcome.
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The Newages Discover-

§

i

~
§

ENGLAND'S
GREEN
.
PLEASANT
-

"WE'LL

park the car here,"
said Mr. Newage. "It's
a lovely day for walking,
and a few miles across country will do
us all a world of good."
" I'm glad you said a few miles,"
said Mrs. Newage laughingly, as she
climbed out of the car. ' ,I'm not as
young as I was, you know."

supplied with water, charged with a few
ounces of chemical food.
"By this method farmers can grow five
times as much as they did the old way. In
. the old days we could never produce enough
in England of some of the things we needed."
"Do they grow all we need now?"
"Yes, sonny, and with far less labour and
"We can always leave you halfway and
no fear of droughts since they supply their
pick you up later, mother," said Johnny.
"You'll do no such thing!
By the way, own rain from huge reservoirs."
will the car be all right here?"
"Of course it will, dear. You seem to fora lovely old church," said Mrs.
get that everyone who wants a car can afford "WHAT
Newage, suddenly.
"Do let's go
one these days. It'll be as safe as houses."
"I suppose the time will come when I'll get inside."
"Just look at this lovely carving - isn't it
used to what National Dividends have done.
Those early craftsmen certainly
for us all. It still seems too good to be true." beautiful.
knew their business."
"They did.'
But now that the machine
does most of the necessary labour and has
"IT'S true all right, old lady; Why you've given so many people more leisure, handionly to look around and view the country- crafts for sheer love of craftsmanship have
side open to the public to know that it is come back. Mark my words, it won't be long
before someone turns out stuff as good as
true."
"Wasn't there always as much as this, that, now that they don't have to worry about
how long it takes."
dad?"
"Not in the days of 'sound finance,' sonny.
Then all farmers planted their crops out in
the fields. Now very few do it that way, and
S they passed out, they were greeted by
if they do they use machines and don't break
an old farmer with a "Good day ter
their backs as they used to."
ye."
"How do the other farmers grow their
"And to you. We were just admiring your
crops, dad?"
church."
"Sometimes they place them in metal trays
"Ah!-it's
foin, and, all the better for no
.
in ovcnlike cabinets.
That way the plants tithes, too!"
supply their own heat. No earth is required,
"I should think so," said .Mr. Newage. "By
and a few hours' work a day keeps the trays the way, do you happen to know what that

S

FurniShed
Rooms, 6s. to 8s., 574, Wei beck Road.
Newcastle-on-Tyne,
6.
press

Cuttings
Bureau. Accountant;
World's Press
Nesus; Countryman;
Scottish Farmer; Church
Times, Banker.
Will anyone willing to act as
scrutineers for the above papers please write to
Mr. T. L. Mawson, Petit Port, St. Brelade's, Jersey,
C,I.
What

is it all about-this
Social Credit?"
Leaflet
entitled "Ask and It Shall Be Given You"
explains briefly yet pithily.
It is available at 4d,
a dozen (or 2S, for 100; 8s. for 500; ISS, for 1,000)
post free from SOCIALCREDIT,163A, Strand, London,
W.C,2,
social
C.,.edit literature
(including
all Major
Douglas's works), leaflets and pamphlets can
be had from the same address.
List on application
from SOCIALCREDIT, I63A, Strand, London. W.C,1.,

K illg
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V III Souvenirs.
Beautiful photo
prints, roins. by 7ins., IS. per pair, unframed, Post
. free-Morris's,
95, St. Answell Road, Nottingham,
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building is over there? We were wondering
why it hadn't any windows."
"Oh, that one-why that's one of they newfangled green'ouses."
"A greenhouse without glass," laughed
Mrs. Newage.
"A ye, oi laughed, too, once, but I don't
laugh no more. It's wunnerful."
"But if there's no glass-"
"One side of the roof's glass, set so's to let
in as much sun as can be. All the rest of the
insoide's white and acts like a reflector. The
heat's done by 500 watt lamps, thermothermo-"
"Thermostatically controlled?" helped out
Mr. Newage.

"A YE,

s

that's. it-fair
tongue-twister; oi
never can get it roight. Then there
be other lights, too, and they 'as 'em on
night time an' all.
Fair makes the plants
shoot up, oi never thowt ter see the loike,"
"Why I remember reading about the first
one way back in 1936," said Mr. Newage. "I
thought at the time how wonderful it was."
"Wunnerful's roight.
Maybe you know
that each plant needs so much sun, some
more'n others, well with that there green'ouse, they makes what sun they like, and you
can 'ave strawberries in winter; there's ain't
no more seasons as far as crops is concerned."
"No need to worry if summer does come
only once in the blue moon," said Johnny.
"Aye that's a fact."
"Well, thank you for all your information;
we must be getting along."
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By Elizabeth Edwards
lOS.

Hitler and Nazi Dictatorship.
6d.).

Frederick L. Schuman (Robert Hale & Co., London,

book Mr. Schuman "has endeavoured
INtothisanalyse"
the National Socialist regime

to describe, to explain and
in Germany, and not to
denounce or condemn it in any way; but he points out that with a dictatorship
which repudiates all scientific detachment any objective analysis provides in
itself a medium unfavourable for its presentation.
Mr. Schuman. there~ore mak~s an effort to
Geography is to be regarded as "the study
display the inside pomt of View, ~nd the of the adjustment of human groups to thelT
result is an exciting as well as an mforma- physical environment,"
tive book.
,
.
Copious maps, charts and diagrams illusWith some diSCUSSIOnof psycholog~ he trate the method; and the book should be a
derives the
phenomen~m of National
valuable guide to any young teacher of the
Socialism from the reaction between P?st- , subject.
war conditions of life and the psychologlc~l
The chapter on Citizenship deals, however,
maladjustment of the German people to their somewhat ambiguously with the coalfields of
defeat by the Allies,
.
Glamorgan.
One gathers that geographical
He describes the. elaborate technique of conditions are largely responsible for' coal
propaganda by which people were led to strikes.
believe what was most comfortabl~, and to
The argument seems to be that industrial
pour out reverence and ent~uslas~
for discontent in South Wales is mainly due to
unworthy ideals; and he makes It credible.
the configuration of the coal-fields. If the
Beneath the t~ngle .of exag~erated an~ industry were not situate.d in narrow vall~ys,
apparently fortuitous Ideas which compli- where a congested working-class population
cate National Socialism, the whol~ structure
is bound to be packed into terraces of
seem~ to be based ~n. ~ revaluation of the wrongly-oriented cottages overhung by s.lag
function of responsibility.
. .,
heaps, all might be honey between Capital
Herr Hitler has rediscovered responsibility, and Labour.
a factor that was rapidly going out of fashion
And this is pushing geographi~al theory
in this era of committee management and too far into the field of economics.
The
collective action.
proper housing of the mining population of
the Rhondda, the amelioration of social conAuthority
ditions, the improvement of the public
In his autobiography, "Mein Kampf," health-these
are not contingent upon any
Hitler criticised the parliamentary system of alteration in the configuration of the locality
government, pointing out that parliaments
It is just a matter of Money. Let but the
failed in action because no body of people money system be applied to the servi<;e of
could be collectively responsible.
The industry and the consumer, and a National
responsibility fell between the members and, Dividend replace the Dole, and the people of
no-one owning it, nothing was accomplished. Glamorgan will soon overcome the disadThis criticism is valid.
It is our own vantages of their geographical situation.
complaint in England today.
. But Herr Hitler deduced that because
that particular parliamentary system was
ineffective, democracy had failed.
The party that he built up, and which now
NEW revised edition of Major
governs the country, is organised on the
C.
H. Douglas's "The Monoprinciple "authority from the top down,
poly
of
Credit"
is out. It has as an
responsibility from the bottom up."
Responsibility is concentrated in the hands appendix the evidence he tendered to
of a few who ate answerable to the dictator; the MacMillan Committee.
Hitler himself is answerable only to God and
In view of developments in the U.S.A., the
the people.
recommendations regarding Great Britain
If these last three words were strictly true Limited are of topical interest today.
Germany would be a contented country, but
That it has an abidin~ universal interest
there are two fundamental reasons why it is is manifest from the bitmg introduction to
false.
the first edition.
.
Firstly, the people have no method of
"How is it possible for a world which IS
ensuring his responsibility to them, for the suffering from over-production to be in
sanctions-the
armed forces-are
with economic distress?
Hitler; and secondly, the people have no
"Where does money come from?
mechanism by which to direct their own
"How can an unemployment problem,
ends the authority with which they have together with a manufacturing and agriculinvested Hitler.
tural organisation
which cannot obtain
orders, exist side by side with a poverty
RespODsibility
problem?
Hitler remains, therefore, responsible only
"Why should we be asked to have conto God, and dependent for his ascendancy on fidence in our money system, if it works
his control of sanctions (including his private properly?"
army) and his extraordinary knowledge of
Perhaps the most fascinating item on which
to meditate is the real balance sheet Major
the psychology of the German people.
Now, to keep security, he entangles the Douglas draws up to show us what Britain
German people in a maze of emotional should mean to us.
exaltation which conditions their minds to
Great Britain Ltd.
the meek acceptance of unnecessary selfAssets
Liabilities
sacrifice, 'poverty and discomfort, and to loss (Population,
Educa- National Debt
of liberty of behaviour, opinion and even
Bankers (Potential
tion, Morale)taste. They do not see that the world is rich
Human Potential
creators of effective
enough for all.
demand)
Policy
Hitler had not the insight to follow up his Organisation
Insurance Companies
early analysis of parliamentary democracy Natural Resources
(Mortgage and
with the synthesis of a democracy incorpora- Developed Power
Bond Holders)
ting his theory of the responsibility of indi- Plant (Railways,
Cash at call
viduals to the people; so his work must be
Taxation for Public
Buildings, Tools,
unstable.
Services
etc.)
Public Services
Goodwill (Tradition,
reputation, etc.)
Geography in Education and Citizenship.
Work in Progress
W. H. Barker, B.Sc. (University of London
Consumable Goods
Press).
A glorious heritage indeed, The new
THIS
is a sensible manual of geography Jerusalem.
The promised land-flowing
teaching on regional lines. The pupil's with milk and honey.
observation is to be directed to the study of
It is ours when we choose to call the wicked
locality in its bearing upon the development husbandmen to task.
of human society and its institutions.
'

Mr. John Mitchell accuses Catholics of
hypocrisy and says that the current policy
will not be altered for. a Christian policy
except under certain conditions, and refers
Catholics to the Sermon on the Mount. That
Sermon happens to advocate poverty as the
ideal for mankind and any man who accepts
its ethics must of necessity part with all that
he has and not even possess a balance at the
bank. Social Credit and the Christianity of
the Sermon on the Mount are at opposite
poles and have nothing in common.
Mr.
John Mitchell might for his own good try
to understand what the ethic of Jesus implies.
COUNTRY

"There is nothing political in such an
apostolate." Which means, but Mr. Mitchell
evidently did not think it worth while to
find out, that Catholic Action is not a political party, but that every Catholic should
work in whatever party he belongs for an
improvement of conditions. Now, if my
Social Credit friends have not been telling
me lies, and if my reading of Social Credit
literature is true, Social Credit is not a political party, but expects its members to agItate
in their own party for Social Credit principles. Thus Catholic Action and Social
Credit would appear to be intended to work
on identical lines.

PARSON

*

May I be permitted a word or two of
criticism of the article by Mr. J. Mitchell
in your issue of January 22?
Mr. Mitchell's wrath over .the pastoral
Therefore, if the label of hypocrisy is to
letter of last 'December is due to the followbe attached, should it not be fixed on Mr.
ing causes.
Mitchell, who condemns in the Catholic
I. A hasty and badly digested reading of
Church what he considers praiseworthy in
the pastoral.
Social Credit?
2. Ignorance as to what is meant by
Atherton, Lanes,
J. McDoWELL
Catholic Action.

-.L
r'
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London, the Provinces and Abroad for a
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In the first place, had he paused to think,
he might have realised that "a sound knowledge of Christian
principles" includes
Justice (Social, Commutative, and Distributive). "Knowledge will be translated into
action ... " Thus you are bound to get real
live working for social improvement.

Social Credit and the Sermon on
the Mount
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ALBERTA

FROTTI ••

Recent Events
Mail
on
January
27
'
"Mr. John Hargrave, leader of the British
Greenshirts, who was in Winnipeg today on
his way back to London, discussed his disappointment at the result of his visit to
Alberta. He has been acting as adviser to
the Aberhart 15-a-month-for-all
Government.
"Mr. Hargrave seems to have been kept
in the dark about official plans and finally
ignored altogether.
"He sees no hope that the cherished plan
of putting Social Credit into effect will ever
be achieved by the first Social Credit Party
successful in any State or Province."

Characters:

Scene-A

EXECUTIVE COUNCIL, EDMONTON,
ALBERTA
Official Social Credit Movement, emphatically dissociates itself from
statements
regarding certainty of failure stated here to
have been made to Canadian newspapers by
Hargrave.-Social Credit Secretariat, London.
We insert this cablegram in order to dispose of erroneous statements regarding its
contents which have' been reported.

ANOTHER MINISTER
RESIGNS
Mr. Charles C. Cockroft, Provincial
Treasurer, has announced his resignation
from the Alberta Cabinet, giving as his
reasons
"failing
health
and
business
reasons."
Mr. Ross, the Minister of Lands and
Mines, resigned on January 5. As will be
noted from Major C. H. Douglas's forthcoming book, the appointment of these two
Ministers and of Mr. Hugill, AttorneyGeneral, were of special significance.

Fewer Men Make
More
Cotton
.
.,

1935
'934

.. ,
.. ,

I

Weaving
L68,809,000
L67,593,000
165,790
'7 ,350
'

Export of cotton yarns in 1935 total
141,675,ooolb.,-cornpared with 130,427,000Ib.
in 1934. Export of piece goods, per million
linear yards differed little.
,

Mental Defective Figures
Are Highest Ever
The number of mental patients in London
increased from 15,670 at the beginning of
1890 to 37,730 on January I, 1936,an advance
during these forty-six years of 18,350, according to the report for 1935, issued by the
London County Council on mental hospitals
and mental deficiency. The latest total is
the highest ever recorded.
While the average increase per annum
since 1890 was 399, since 1920 it had been
(.)03,

...............................................................................
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Frotti, A Man in the Street
Lord Wardington (Lloyds)
Rt. Hon. R. McKenna (Midland)
Edwin Fisher (Barclays)
Colin, Campbell (N ational Provincial)
Rupert Beckett (Westminster)
Edward Orme (Martins)
Sir Norton Barclay (District)
S. H. Logan (Canadian Bank of
Commerce)

Board Room in the City

FROTTI. "Well, gentlemen, to what do you
ascribe our increased prosperity - if
indeed it is prosperity?"
LORD W ARDINGTON (firmly). "It is not
necessary for me to particularise the
signs of our increased
prosperity.
Wherever you look, even in the depressed
areas, they are visible ... 'signs such as
... the increased values of commodities ... "
BECKETT. "By far the most important
happening . . . has been the sustained
rise of commodity prices."
CAMPBELL. " ....
South Africa and
South America deriving benefit from the
higher prices of commodities ..
"
ORME. "Low prices and artificial restriction gradually reduced surplus stocks.
Reviving trade absorbed them ....
Hence the striking rise in prices. We
have recently seen a quite exceptional
rise in ... cocoa, rubber, wool, wheat,
and various metals, and all indications
point to a continuance of this upward
trend."
FROTTI. "Hurrah!
Then we really are
entitled to be optimistic."
(But at these words there is a general
groan. The lights go down and sad
music is heard wailing upon ... bibrxh.)
BECKETT (uneasily). "Already the rise has
occasioned a certain amount of misgiving."
FROTTI. "Misgiving?
Why, you've just
said i~ was the brightest
sign of
prosperity?"
CAMPBELL
(.sadl)y. "If t hiIS rise
. In
. com.
modity prIces were to go so far as to
cause a considerable increase in the cost
of living ...
!"
BARCLAY
"W
. . e m~st re&ard' as serIOUS
any influence which might cause our
~osts and prices .to rise a~)Qvethose ruling
111 other countnes
... 111 fact the effect
J:as
~rought home to ~s by a sharp
rise in prIces of foodstuffs.
ORME (with conviction). "Higher prices for
raw materials mean increased cost for
manufactured goods, and this in turn
will affect the cost of living. The position is not one to be viewed with easy
satisfaction."
LORD W ARDINGTON (vaguely). " . . .
activity . . . degenerating into . . . a
boom ... "
FROTTI. "Is a boom a bad thing?"
LORD W ARDINGTON.
"To flatten out a
too abrupt curve is surely a desirable
objective! "
FROTTI (mucH impressed). "Yes. Oh, yes,
certainly.
But-but
how can it be
done?"

==

~

III!.

WE WI LL ABOLISH POVERTY
DEMAND AND UNDERTAKING

I know that there are goods in plenty and therefore that poverty is quite unnecessary.
2. I want, before anything
else, poverty abolished.
•
3. I demand, too, that monetary or other effective claims to such products as we now destroy or
restrict shall be distributed
to me and every Briton so that we can enjoy all we want
of them.
4. These distributions
must not deprive owners of their property
nor decrease its relative
value, nor increase taxes or prices,
5. In a democracy like Great Britain Parliament
exists to make the will of the people prevail.
6. So I pledge myself to vote for any candidate who will undertake to support this my policy,
and to vote consistently
against any party trying to put any other law making before
this.
7. If the present Member of Parliament here won't undertake this, I will vote to defeat him
and his successors until this, my policy, prevails.

l

Bunk
Mongers

J

BECKETT. "The only effective method by
which the general price level can be controlled is by regulating the volume of
money and credit in active circulation."
FROTTI. "Prices can be made to fall ... ?"
BECKETT .. " ... Only through a contraction of credit and the adoption of a
deflationary policy."
FROTTI (amazed). ,"Who can do this?"
McKENNA
(frankly). "We have now a
highly co-ordinated monetary system.
A few great commercial banks work in
harmony with the central bank ... We
have an instrument of immense power
working as occasion requires under a
single direction."
CAMPBELL. "In present conditions the
power of our monetary authorities to
influence the price of money is almost
unlimited."
LORD W ARDINGTON
(who has been
silently reflecting for some time), "Our
fault after the War was not that credit
was restricted, but that it was not
restricted soon enough."
McKENNA
(more frankly
stil0. "The
remedy certainly achieved its object, but
at the same time it seldom failed to do
much more than the occasion required
... rough and ready measures in curing
particular evils inevitably brought about,
a general trade recession."
(The others stir uneasily and look
round as if expecting to see the irate
ghost of Norman.)
FROTTI. "Then it seems that the banks
are responsible for prosperity or depression, and can do what they like with us,
simply by lending or not lending?"
(At this the lights go out altogether,
and noises are heard like someone putting
someone else's head in a sack. When
they go' up again Mr. McKenna has disappeared.)
LOGAN. "Loans are never forced bv the
banks on unwilling borrowers,
'Since
borrowers take the initiative in obtaining loans, it is absurd to sav that the
banks force debt upon them.

Demand National Dividends
No.4 (revised)

FOR RECRUITI NG-

I
I
I

·

··

{Post, free) 40, 6d, for 1.000 (in Iote of 1.000);
smaller quantitiee at 11. 6d. for 250.

No.5 (revtsed)

ELECTOR'S DEMAND AND
UNDERTAKINGThe instrument
of the Electoral Campaign, in purple on orange or purple
on white.
(Post free) 7s, 6d. for 1,000; 40. for 500; 11. lor 100.
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to Douglas Cadets only)

IT IS

It is a well printed
house organ of four
or more pages, privately circulated monthly or
oftener as occasion demands, containing technical,
internal, and confidential matters of special interest
to Douglas Cadets,' Speeches by Major Douglas
are usually first printed in the Supplement,

HOW TO GET IT
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They must obtain SOCIAL CREDIT
by
direct postal SUbscription (2S. 6d,) for three
months, 55. for six months, or res. for one
year.
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They must understand that the Supplement is
confidential:
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··

Can be distributed
at meetings,
by
post, or from door to door. Space for
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SOCIAL CREDIT

Please send me the SOCIAL
CREDIT Supplements.
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Apply,o~the
fonn printed
below. The Supplement is issued free of charge
to all registered subscribers to the Social Credit
Secretariat,
Ltd. (.) on the following conditions:

Below is the form Parliamentary electors are being asked to sign. Please read it carefully,
sign (if you have not done so already) and send it to United Democrats, 163'" Strand, London,
W.C".
Will you volunteer to help in the Campaign?

ELECTOR'S

LORD WARDINGTON.
"I recall various
cases where customers of banks ... were
the prey to bitter regrets ... and complained 'How we wish we had not
succeeded in overpersuading you to
assist us.' "
FROTTI.-Well,
gentlemen, it must be all
my fault after all; and certainly.. though
I have been cursed hard up, no bank has
ever yet forced money on me. But tell
me, what are our prospects for the
future?
(The lights go brighter than before.)
ORME. "I base my favourable outlook for
world trade largely upon the increasing
production of gold."
BARCLAY.
"Sociologists, however, forecast
that the population of this country
should reach its zenith within the next
decade, and that thereafter there will be
a rapid and accelerating decline.
The
ultimate
reaction on all business is
incalculable."
FROTTI. "Yes-trade,
business-but
what
happens to ME?"
FISHER (taking no notices. "It is necessary
to guard against the danger of too much
emphasis being placed on the importance of cheap money."
FROTTI. "You mean-if you want to sell
money at a higher price, and a depression happens to come, I must not blame
you?"
(All nod solemnly.)
FROTTI. "And-and
is that all the comfort you can give me?"
(The lights go out again and there is
silence. When they go up the room is
empty, save for poor Frotti.)

••A Dramatic Interlude

It is a faithful excerpt of the speeches (of Bank Chairmen at the Annual General Meetinga.)

*
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Much of this has already
ACKNOWLEDGMENT.
appeared in our cheerful contemporary The Times.

There is no need to accept this report as
any more accurate than many others that
appear in the press about this subject. Since
it did appear, and may well have been
repeated in Canadian newspapers, the following cable was dispatched:

Gross
Output:
Spinning
and
Doubling
L74,o73,ooo
L7 1,32 1,000
Employees:
182,153
183,750

5, 1937

THE SPINNING MOUSE

THEstated:Daily

OUTPUT
m the ~otton industry m 1935
was more than m 1934,b.ut.the average
of pe.rsons employed was less, It IS shown by
the Census of Production for 1935,OJ:?- ~hich
the Board of Trade has begun preliminary
rep<?rts. for cottorr are :
FIgures or cotton are. -
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Major Douglas
on
WQLF IN SHEEP'S
CLOTHING

"THEY CAN GET WHAT THEY WANT"
1----------------------'1 l
I

are an Association of Schoolmasters, and some of us have
This article is an editorial
been members for longer than ~e
d
f
" Th
]
care to recall. In fact, membership • reprmte
rom
e [
has become so welded into our cosmos
Liverpool Schoolmaster."
that we. may ~ave become almost
j
COMMENTING
on the situation
unconscious of It. T~~re are ~hose
.
in Alberta, the New English
who have become oblivious to It.
a pageant, or a not.
Perhaps the
Weekly said of the proposal to introNow membership of any asso- word bedlam will not come amiss.
duce an Alberta currency, "We
ciation whatsoever has one basic
We should realise, too, that the
would frankly prefer to see longe.r relationship between the fact that an
reason.
There is one common voices of authority are often discorand further experiment with the individual refrains from spending a
cause why individuals bind them- dant and irreconcilable, for author"Prosperity Certificates" (deprecia- dollar, and his bearing a 30 per cent.
selves together. They believe that ity can, of course, only be vested in
ting money) for road making and tax. If his "saving" means anything
in association they can get what individuals, and ~hey a!e, along with
other badly-needed developments. at all, it means he has reduced conthey want.
us, caught .up in this ~aelstroril.
The modest but real success attained sumption, not increased it, and his
When the day arrives that we can Inde.e~ we might sugges~ WIthout any
by this device is not to be despised, tax should be borne by the alternaand no one has shown why it could tive buyer. There are many other announce proudly our success in the SUspI.cIOnC?fperson~l dispa.r';lgement
not prove a flexible instrument for objections, but, concisely, the device realisation of our ambitions, and the that in their centralised pOSItIOnthey
much more far-reaching develop- is the embodiment of deductive logic achievement of our ideals, then the are in the very vortex, whilst we are
at its worst.
raison d'Btre of our association will only on the fringe.
ments of Social Credit policy."
As a people we are in the position
In its. next issue, January 21, it
Finally, it presents a so-called have dissolved. But that day is not
of him at the banquet, where the
published the following letter from Social Credit Dollar as having yet.
To get what we want we have, table is piled and heaped with. the
Major Douglas.
marked and obvious disadvantages,
Sir,--,--Whilein general agreement to the individual, over that of the from time to time, approached abu~dance of e~cellence, the waIt~rs
with your comment on the Alberta financier which is the objective of authority. Every conceivable method contmually adding to r_he magmfiof approach has been tried. Further cent array, and he gomg hungry
situation, I feel obliged to dissent attack.
schemes are still hatching. As the because he h';ld~'t got a sroon.
from your approval of the issue by
I may perhaps be allowed to repeat politicians so often tell us, no stone
As an aSSOCIatIOn
we are in exactly
Mr. Aberhart of depreciating money.
that
the premise that we are all of has been left un turned, and every the same position:
And as indiviNo action, so far, of the Alberta
duals some .of us don't eve~ know
Government has been more calcu- one. mind in desiring a successfui avenue has been explored.
But we have still not got what we that suc~ things as spoons exist ..
lated to increase the handicap under outcome of the situation in Alberta,
Does It not seem that there IS a
which the Province labours in its and perhaps' even in having faith want, and we continue, therefore, in
that such an outcome will eventually our association with each other. line of approach to authority whose
struggle for genuine Social Credit.
In the first place, it is fantastically be achieved, should not blind us to Jointly we shall be more formidable stark simplicity (n~ed truth said
the old masters. of Imagery), may
unsound in theory. It is based on the fact that good judgment is, most in winning the objective.
Now it is notorious that these are prove more effective than the elaborthe fallacy that a money system in unfortunately, only justified after the
itself should mould thought. On the event, and that the interval is the days of unparalleled complexity, and ate wrappings of argument and
the parade of false and erroneous disputation heretqfore?
contrary, it should reflect fact. heyday of the carecrist.
Further, there is no conceivable
ideas is something in the nature of I When the small boy under detenC. H. DOUGLAS
~~~::~~:::_~_:~~::::~::~--------------~~------------------------------------------------------------------------Inot~
-

MORE "SAVING"

M ANY

years ago a millionaire
said that the Douglas proposals
were the only ones likely to save
civilisation; but civilisation wasn't
worth saving.
The Ministry of Pensions has, of
course, not yet progressed to so advanced a stage of understanding. It
is not even concerned with saving
life or health. The Ministry has
recently (August, 1936)issued details
of a Pensioners' Savings Scheme.
The explanatory leaflet commences
thus:
"Many ex-service officers and men
drawing pensions invest some portion of
them when they can, It has been suggested .by ex-service men that pensioners
might be helped to save in this way
through the agency of the Ministry."

Who are the "ex-service men" who
suggested this? Are they normally
S(>well off that they "can" save?
Or is it that so many war-wounded
men have learned by bitter experience on themselves and their comrades that the Government cannot
be .trusted to continue the pittance
they receive and put some of it aside
against the day when the medical
board cuts down allowances?
Or is it a subtle scheme to find out
first by how much pensions could be
cut and who is receiving more than
bare subsistence?
As the inner history of such
schemes is never known, these questions must remain unanswered.
Anyhow, the leaflet explains in
detail how the Ministry will very
kindly keep back a weekly sum. The
usual tables are given showing, i.e.,
how 5S. a week saved will in 15 years
product: [240.
It assumes the pensioner is still
alive and that the 5s. a week drop
in his standard of living has not sent
him prematurely to his grave. And
it also tacitly implies that [240 in
15 years time will be worth what it
is today. As there will almost inevitably be a world war in between,
that can be doubted.
May the Lord "save us" from such
petty pilfering!
H.R.P.
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r------STEAM

'FOR THE CAMPAIGN

CONFERENCE
SHORTLY
DURING
the last two years our movement has tried out and tested the reality
and truth of the principles set forth at Buxton.
We have proved that the people will unite in a common aim (or policy). The
workers in the Electoral Campaign have shown beyond all question that they desire
"security in what we have, and a more abundant life for all"-that
their will is first
to abolish poverty, and attain freedom.
And we have built up a mechanism in the Electoral Campaign effective to force that
will through Parliament-to
secure that result.
This marks a stage-and the advance into another stage.
The machine is ready-the
problem now is to evoke the power which will turn
its wheels. And the "steam" for the Campaign lies with the people; in the will to
have it so of each individual. Individuals .forget that their institutions exist to serve
them-yet that is their only purpose. To bring the people to a sense of mastery over
their institutions-whether
Parliament, District Council, Union or Club; that is the
problem. Once that is accomplished, it is they-the
people-who
will seek out the
Electoral Campaign as the natural instrument to secure what they want.
How can this steam be raised?
By talking, lectures, speeches, study? Will that
bring the public to the point of action ?
..
By publicity in the press-always with theaim of action?
None of these should
be neglected, but will they be enough? What about small-scale demands producing
immediate results-such
as have been reported in SOCIAL CREDIT? These are
action-practice
and proof in one.
Major Douglas, our Chairman, has indicated that the main drive of the movement
should now be concentrated in this direction-to
arouse this sense of personal sovereignty
to the point of action.
It is of first importance that we should make this forward move together; that all
should appreciate the reason and aim of this change in the focus of our efforts. To put
our principles into local and immediate practice will require the utmost in personal
initiative, which full understanding alone can make effective.
To secure.these ends a Conference will be held as soon as possible. This will be
addressed by Major Douglas.
.
Groups will shortly receive 'parttculars. All Douglas Cadets are entitled to attend;
~ny such who ar.e not attached to groups are asked to write for details.

·

tion states with disarming ingenuousness that he has got to go to a party,
~e sees clearly the necessity for a
hne of action different from that
which authority prescribes for him.
~nd we can take a lesson froin the
~nno~ent small boy. His simple
lDtelligence and unclouded vision
discern readily the truth. The difficulty which frustrates the fulfilment
of his desire is a man-made difficulty,
and can be surmounted.
. If all the things we want as educauonists.(aye, and in private life, too!)
are a,:aIlable, there mu~t be a way of
releaslD}?;.!hem.
It IS our gr~ve
re.spons~bI~ty ~o. confront authonty
WIth this simplicity.
J.M.B.
Anyone interested in education is
invited to write to X.R., c/o .The
Social Credit Secretariat 'Ltd., 163A'
Strand, London, W.C.2.
.

"CREDIT"
The Late Dr. Walter Leaf on'
Credit
"Beyond the London area the
country was covered by numerous
small private banks which made a
profit, and assisted industry, by the
issue of their own notes. These had
grown up chiefly from the credit of
the rich men of the neighbourhood,
very often the local brewer or clothweaver, whose name stood high on
the country market. It was easy and
highly profitabk_~for_.hi.ll.l._tomake
loans to his neighbours, issuing
which he undertook to pay
when presented, so long as he could
reckon on a fair delay in presentation. If the notes were accepted as
currency and passed from hand to.
hand in the market, then, so long as
they were out, the issuer was receiving interest, probably at what would
now be considered a very high rate,
on his miginalloan, and paying none
himself. He was employing no capital
of his own, and receiving a hand-'
some income merely on the credit of
his name."-From
((Banking," by
Walter Leaf (1929), Late Chairman
of Westminster Bank; Chairman of
London
Clearing Bankers (19181919); .President of Institute
of
Bankers (1919-1921);Late President
of International Chamber of Commerce.

Professor Bowley on Credit
"Further it was found that a
nation does not need' a wellfurnished war-chest or arsenal, but
so long as credit can be obtained in
neutral countries, munitions could be
produced in enormous quantities
during the actual progress of the
war."-From "Some Economic Consequences of the Great War," by
Arthur L. Bowley (1930), Projessor
of Statistics in the University of
London.

WANTED
It would be a useful help if any
readers who possess libraries and files
of Social Credit literature would
volunteer to search for quotations
which have been, and are. still, frequently used and send them in to
the Secretariat office, giving the
authoritative source and date.
Here are two examples' of. statements alleged to have been made by
prominent persons, for which we
cannot trace the authority:
1.-"They who control the credit of the
nation, direct the policy of governments;
and hold in the hollow' of their hands
the destiny of the people."
2.-"Give
me the right to control the
credit of a nation 'and I care nor who
makes its laws."

By whom, where, and at what
date, were these statements made?
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'rHE THIN END· OF .A

WHITE

ELEPHANT

in the report of the Finance Committee,
which records the prospect of LlOO,OOO
increased revenue in 1937, and unanimously proposes methods of distributing
the increase among all communities in
the form of reduced taxation."

Income Tax in Kenya

mind, for they q~alify their acceptance by the prOVI~O,
", ... that the S'ecretary of State instructs
tl_le new Governor,
Air Chief Marshal
SIr Robert Brooke- Popham,"
to' examine
the
reconstitution
of the Executive
Council . for the purpDse of associating
non-official .m.e~..bers more closely with
the !esponslbllttles
of governme,nt, ,and
provided also that all assurance IS given
'tp, the non-native
community that they

. The t;?ethod of "distributing
the
mcrease (!) appears to be that the
L83,000 originally proposed to be
•
0..
raised by incpme
tax shall be
Th E. t A. f '
S
d d'
reduced to L43,000. L25,000 would
Will not.be asked to bear the cost of the
e a.;.
rtcan. tan ar gIves go to reduce native taxation b
progressive
expansion
of the native
the followmg figures and comment:
makin
th li bili
8 .
services."
'
Adopt the admit.
'. 0'. 6 ga d:
.Ia IHy agde I mstella
What a hope! And have not the
dl
I
'.
1. I,
n It IS propose
eventua Y I
d
b
I
'
te y
ow esnt
d
.
.' b L6
'e ecte
mem ers a ready thousands
re
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for .1936'
TOh uce nathlyehta_xat~on y
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to ..
"lik
fi ""
.
over expenditure
raise from inc
t
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sinon was 1 e a grass re r It IS
of
.... , ..... , .. ,..
LIOO 000
to be su lome
I ax fcou
appear to be feared that this naive reJuesl
Add
.'
,
savmgs
di I
d rp us surp us, or some un- Wlill b eo f no more e ff ect t h an p antISCose purpose.
ing Kikuyu li~ies to keep leopards
by Sir Alan Pim
T
d M
bers?
off the stock, for Mr. Ormsby-Gore,
(para, 4 (4» .. :
48,520
. ante
em ers.
~ecr~tary of State ~Qr the Colonies,
The three ~uropean elect~d mem- IS said to be determmed
Gives sur p 1 u s
bers of the Fmance Committee are
"." to implement Sir Al~n Pirn's pro;evenueh,of
.... '1'
L148,520
reported
as having
agreed-very
posal .to reduce
the native
taxation,
rom t IS tota
I'
ld
..
involving L60 000 "
deduct:
tame y, It wou seem, in view of the and thou h h' h'
d h
(a) An. admittedly
grass fire opposition of their electors,
,I
g, e as accepte t e proarbitrary figure
a d f h .b
fi
posa s
of one-fifth of
not
e a ove gures-to
~ec?m"."
he points out his inability
to
L3z,000
estimend. the acceptance of the pr~nClple
depa~t from the ex!sting principle and
mated. by Sir
of a light (!) lI;come tax, similar to
practtc~ .q~ the ultimate constitutional
1"-. Plm for
that of Rhodesia,
respon&lbl}lty of t~e Covernment
and

By Arthur Welford
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Times of October 10 as "growing opposition"-which
"swept the
country lik e a grass fire" greeted
the taxation proposals of' Sir Alan
. d 1
'Th'
year.
e pnnPim, rna east
cipal tax proposed Was an income tax
'
h' h K. enya h as not su ff ered
f rom w ic
~irh~rtQ, but from the ~atest repor~s
It looks as if Kenya
WIll have this
Thing. thr~st upon it unless resisranee is quickly organised..
This -qpposition produced a considerable tiutter in the Kenya Legis..
.
.
lature: victory might have gone to
the electors 'had they stuck to their
~µns t h en, em. d :ven' now. they have
a, chance of savmg the situation at
th,~ eleventh hour. The Governor
at that time (Sir Joseph Byrne)
·
hi
.
• c eciaree
I d 111. I~. review at th~ opend
Ing of the seSSIOn that nothing was
further from the Government's
in.
h'
"f'
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orce changes
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Correspondence
The following is an important
comment
contained in a letter
recer,itly received from a Douglas
Cadet:
anybody can go to the Houses 01
Parliament, but only, Members can
go to Parliament.
Anybody can
write to a Member of Parliament at
the House of Commons, but people
in general cannot, and do not, write
to Parliament.
.
Social Crediters
writing to the
Secretary at i 63A are not contacting
THE SECR).':TARIAT.
They are
directing
ideas to the respective
Directors of the Secretariat at their
offices through. the Secretary. They
never write to the Secretariat.
It would be impossible to write to,
or go to, say, half a dozen men living in their respective homes at
once, except by the process above
described.
"..

"

The Name
SOCial Credit
Answer to a correspondent whCl
was concerned about the formaIncreased penthe Colomal Office.
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sions, etc., dur"Th.e elected members emphasise that,
ton. 0'. a new
ectora Campattgn
ing the next
the dlscDve~y of th~ new r~venue has
..
It s Up to Electors
,group,
five years .,. .. ,
L6,400
made the Introduction
of mcome-tax
It IS true that all is not yet lost,
Whatever name the new gro.tip
(b) If'
, .
unnecessary for budgetary purposes but
h
. d
So
C
h
lI~l1nutIOn. in
as they are anxious to reach a co'nclu: t e proposals
have yet to become a opts,
CIAL REDIT oug t to be
native
taxation
'
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I
pushed
by
all
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SIOn in the damaging controversy, they
aw;
ut,
un ess tee
ectors
of
. .'
e mem ers f or a II
of delay,'
(c)Eme'rgen~y
45,00
are ~illi,~g t~ accept an equitable com- Kenya
get moving, this piece of they are worth: For one thing, i~ is
Th~ a,ff~ir was refer~ed to the
taxation (para.
promise .. (-:tmes, December 31, (936). politic.al bulldozing
on behalf of the only paper that gives wholeStap;mng FInan~e Committee .of the
3)
.. ,.,.,.......
96,600
. CompromIse!"
D~). they want an financial bucca~eers will be swung hearte~
support to the Elect<~ral
Le~slature for Its rel?01'l. Fair play
We arrive at a
mcome tax that IS demonstrably
on the:n. The income taxpayer ~ill Car_npaIgn, so why should they object
~n? all thatsort of thmg! . But when
t o fa 1 con t r a
u.nne~essary even' on orth<;>dox finan- then, m the words of Sir josiah to it? If ~hey are _tro_ubled that the
IJ I~ recal~ed that .of the eight m~mfigure of .... , .... L148,000
L148,000
cial lines? If such a tax IS unneces- Stamp, be "able to enjoy all the ~ame SOCIal. Credit _Is often as~
~f~ of this committee, three officials,
sary for budgetary
purposes, for advantages
of a highly flexible ciated exclusively WIth a financial
.
I n di an, an.d one. nO~Illnate
.
d I indicate
The above figures would appear to
h
. . d . ble? T k eep as a smoot hl y gra d uate d tax"; in oth~r.' techni que, it
" IS UJ? to th ~m to e~one
that, after abolishing emergency W at IS ~t esiran e. . 0
member representmg native mterests
taxation and after giving effect to the pet?
Or for the reglmentatlon
of words, the P.B.I. Taxpayer
WIll lighten
the public, SOCIal Credit
~ere known to .be 1[\ favour of an
other sug~esti~ns pf. Sir. Alan Pirn, the ~he re.op.le ~y an u?pleasant
form of experience the doubtful pleasure of ~eans much rnore, a~.was. explained
mcome tax, leaving the three Euro1936 ~evenue, If m.amtamed dunng ~he mqmsltlon
111tOpnvate affairs?
being docked of some of his not too in the leadmg article 111 SOCIAL
d memben
' ..
following years, Will meet all require,f'
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CREDITof N
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pe~n e Iecte mem .ers In. a mmont~,
merits for the pres~nt without the necesThey recommend
a: hght
tax, I at l?COme in or ~r to repay hIS own
.ovem er 20 an
urt er
t~e m~ve appear~ as a pIece of poli-] sity. for further taxation or annual bor- then! What SOrt of weight would it credit to .the manipulators who have elaborated in the December Suppletical witch-doctoring that was bound
rowmgs as suggested.
~ave? The Pim proposals are for IS. usurped It.
ment...
u
to procure the bam_boozlement of
It is impo.ssible .to see a?y financial ~n the L o~ ~he first L350 of taxable
The electors of Kenya have been
I~
c~nslde~ th~ alternau~e to
the unf?rtu.nate
white settler and reason for Imposmg an mcome tax mcome (minimum tax 50S.), up to offered a p_up upon which they have S<;>ClaS:re?it, wh~ch IS International
prospectIve income tax payer.
at all, and the subtly worded report 38 6d. in the L on L5,000 or over.
alrea.dy paid a deposit, but there is Financiers
Credit (what we suffer
In . December,
1935, the Kenya of The
Times correspondent
in
yet tlr_ne for them to back out of the no~), there .can only _beone answer:
90vernment budgeted for a surplus Nairobi on the prospect for 1937,
Like a Balloon
?argam; .they can help themselves SOCIal,CredIt every time.
.
m 1936 of only L9,750, but the does nothing. to clear the air:
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T~e,~ugge~ted mirnmum, as also. the SU J. Stamp has put this. very clearly.
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rate m the -1: necessary.to
produce the "If a country is dead set against an
The Spirit
amount- required from mcome-tax -can .
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·rh, e. ".0f II.Suvl,!}g
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be arbitrarily .varled at any time bv the Impost
on pohtIcal,
grounds,. -. a- .
~~q-~J;,s s~Ht, me, hy.
PQv!:fnIl1!!nt, as n~ provision is suggested scheme that is otherwise
workable a lone worker .I~ the pr<;lVi?Ge&
. invrhe ~epo{t
(Pim) whereby the tax- may be made well-nigh impossible
breathe such a SPUlt of true insight
payer shall have any greater measure
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of control over the Colony's finances :. .
. n trns case l.t wou
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than exist at present,"
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impossible by a SImple refusal to them on to you.
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Light?
Like the balloon,
the pay.
* * *
quicker it will rise and the higher it ~·;-IT.t-i:-s--;-in-t:-e-re-s""tl:-'n-g---'t-D-n-o-t-e-th:-a-t--'th'"~
.. "Y ou will have read of the deep iIP"
"Women
and
Poverty"
has
IMPORTANT
additions to Social
will go! ,Pos.sibly the Eu~opean I.mperial Oovernment has deci~ed to _reta!n
Credit publications
are being appeared serially in SOCII\!.CREDIT, elected members of the Finance per,ma~ently. the. present. air umt In pression made at Ashridge when Dr.
.'
. ...
Nairobi,
which win be increased
to a Tudor Jones gave, as the last lecture
made, and readers' attention
is and has been reprinted as a result of
at the week-end course on Social
Mrs. Palmer Committee had some such idea III squadrqn as SDDnas possible.
c~U~dto the new advertisements in widespread demand.
Credit, Major Douglas's notes.
@1! week's SOCIAL CREDIT, which reviewed it last week.
Pragress Ov~rse(ls
"On its conclusion, the head of one'
nclude the first of them, "Women
and Poverty,'
by jean Campbell
The cheap propaganda folders and
of the big banks asked, in contemptuous tones, 'What do you produce,
WiJlett, and certain new leaflets.
leaflets listed at the end of the
we'd like to know?'
So many people are just beginning advertisement are recommended for
(Continued from Jan. 8 issue)
t9 pa,y attention to Social Credit for handing to those who show an in"Dr. Tudor Jones paused, came to
s might be expected, knowledge
In the Rhodesias there are a numthe first time mat the demand for terest in the subjects treated, and
of Social Credit has spread ber of individual workers and one or the front of the platform, threw
~µitable literature
for the new- also for enclosing in correspondence
less rapidly in the "Dark Con- two groups. Propaganda is carried back his head, and, looking hill
qQmer is growing. The advertise- and leaving in train, bus and tram. tinent" than in such countries as on through the Press and through questioner straight in the face, said
lmm,t in SOCIAL CREDIT headed The leaflet entitled "Ask and It Australia, v New Zealand
and meetings.
Recently, as reported in 'I try to make healthy men and
"fpr the New Reader" has been Shall Be Given You" is a concise Canada. But it spreads; nevertheless, SOCIALCREDIT,an address was given women.'
specially designed as a guide. Mr. statement,
for
the
complete and to-day there are individuals or to the Institue of Secretaries at Bula"I delved into Douglas's Writings,
George
Hickling"s
new booklet stranger,
of what SOCIAL CREDIT g~oups scattered from Egypt to the wayo, which was very well received. and you would smile at my marginal
"Social Debt or Social Credit," 1 means as a practical proposition, Cape and from Kenya to the Gold
This should lead to securing some notes of admiration and approval.
which will be published this month.. and tells him what to do about it.
Coast.
useful technicians.
"His courteous manners evidenced
h.as been written by a s.killed hand On the reverse is the short article,
in
all his writing have impressed me
From Egypt, cuttings come from
Pressure
on a Rhodesian
to guide the man in the street back "First Things First."
Both are refrom the first, and these are also
time
to
time
which
show
that
~here
It
is
reported
that
some
time
ago
to, realities.
printed from SOCIALCREDIT.
are some good Press letter-w~Iters. Dr. Huggins, the Prime Minister of evidence of his love of humanity,
It is a remarkable
work and
As
far as I aI? ~wa~e, there IS no Southern Rhodesia, appeared to be comrade and foe alike.
The leaflets are obtainable
at
should be read by all Social Credi"His deep wisdom of bearing no
interested
in the Social
reduced
rates for large group or ass?Cla~lOn m Egypt, but, distinctly
ters, as well as recommended
to greatly
resentment
moves one greatly; a
doubtless, this wll~ follow.
Credit financial technique.
Subsequantities.
newcomers and
enquirers.
Further south, m Kenya, C<?unt quently he visited London, and on noble quality we hope will be susSerra has formed an East Afncan his return was asked, "Well, what tained in him, and which we must
.
Major Douglas 's
Association an~ is issui_ng a ~eeldy about Social Credit?" . His reply, as help, to sustain in him.
"We
under
Douglas
shQµld
touch
Liverpool Speech
paper, th.e Soctal Credtt Revlew of reported, is illuminating:
"l am told
East Afnca.
there's to be no monkeying with the the Plain People, who know that
Repr;~~ ~. r_mp}llet
they want poverty abolisµed-bless
The paper is devoted largely to currency, so thafs thCl-t."
The great speech, "The Tragedy
The next issue of THE
the Social Credit financial techEvidently, in Southern Rhodesia, them!
of Human
Effort," delivered by
FIG TREE will be puplished
"One recognised at once the nl!ed
nique, but also deals with local as elsewhere pressµre will be necesM1l-jor poµglas
at Liverpool
on
affairs fro~ t~e Social Credit an~le. sary to make the Government "del~- for action, though I was not able,
at the beginning of March
p~mber 30,
shortly be reprinted
NaturaJly It IS strongly opposmg ver the goods." Mr. Huggins and hIS till I started it, to see the wisdom
and will ~ofllplete the flrst
'l!; a Pflrn:phJet. Just as his Buxton
'the
introduction of that blessing. of government will have to be shown again of that particular line of acti()n
year of publication'.
The
speech, "The Nature
of Democivilisation - income tax - WIth that people are determined to get (the Electoral Campaign) in its effect
current (Oec;emb,er) i~sl!e
Hiley," introduced
the Electoral
which the white settlers are threat- the results they want, and that his on and appeal to the peopk.
Campaign, so the Liverpool Speech
contaif\$
Mr.
6yrne's
ened. Whether it will be PQssible to responsibility
is not to "monkey
"Its kind humanity, its innocence
4~here4
in the' complementary
remarkable article,'''Alterwhip up support for a taxpay~rs' about with the financial system," ~d its boldness must appeal.
It
campaign for aroµsing the people's
strike should income tax be Im- which neither he nor his cabinet does and will do so more and mote.
native to Disqster,"which
~epse qf !lov~reign,ty. .
posed, re~ains to be seen. It would understands, but to enforce (uPOQ
"Yes, the poor have the simple,
has aroused
w.idespread
This sneech should be studied
probably prove difficult to do so, as the experts) the will of those who direct outlook on all things. I fipd
interest.
Major Douglas,'s
cMef4Uy bV every Social Crediter.
the majority of settlers are up to put them into office. In view of the it refreshing-abolish
poverty. evep
There could be no better sublect for
editorial,
"Sanctions
for
the eyes in debt, m~y
to the small p.umber of electors, it should the 'cut above' ones, after lengthy
a group meeting than a reading and
All," i~ briE;!f,but c;:harged
government itself.
be more easy to exercise pressure on tal~, hCJve still the simple wisdom
rn~cqssiqn qf this speech.
with vital importance.
His
Here, as further south, the spread candid(ites
than in, fOor example, and CJPRreciilte the wording of the
of Social Credit is hindered by the Great Britain, but the huge size of Electoral Form in their English, dry
Liv~rpQQI sp¢~~h is al~Q
fear that its coming would affect the CQuntry may offset this advan- way."
included.
gold-min:ing adversely.
~agc.
M.W.
LQndol1.
M.e.
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ELECTORAL CAMPAIGNINO
'Mr. Herbert Dixon Summarises

IN EAST LONDON
his Experiences'*'

Distr-qst of Parties
.In East London proper we found
bitterness on both sides and many
signs of the trouble which developed
later. Fascism was the foremost
topic a~d it was almost impossible
to con vince some people that you
were neither "anti" nor "pro." ("You
must be one or the other.") You
had to overcome a distrust not met
with elsewhere, which w~s some hindrance to our work, ThIS and other
reasons led us to keep to the outer"
suburbs during the autumn and
winter.
By far the most important fact
revealed by the Campaign is the
supreme
value
of door-to-door
methods. The door-step is 'a political
university and offers a liberal education at a moderate cost of time and
mone

in qµr tactics to secure the attention
of the. electors for our goods, but
there IS no doubt we have the goods.
We wish that those who remain
un convinced as to the possibilities of .
securing suppo~t from the masses
could hear some of the responses we
got from the sensible, kindly folk
We met at the doors.
Here are a few recalled at random:
"Yes, I'll sign that,' but PARTIES
are no good." (East Ham.)
-. ,:

paign
to abolish
good
food!
and there should be no other kindto eliminate some little things that Although all the squad keep right
the: start we organised for Electoral waste precious time. The fact that, down to the job in hand there is selCampaigning.
Appointed
Super- on the second call, the majority of dom an evening but we can all join
visor early in 1935; with only my forms are still unsigned is not easily in one good laugh at our own' or
oWn .activities to supervise, I distri- got over, however, and it is probably somebody else's expense.
buted handbills in the streets and the most general problem, since it
POLITICAL PARTIES.-In
the
f
.
, '
outside meetings until I was brought has -its origin in human nature. Few whole of East London we saw few
Thank 0>d. At last somebody,~
in-touch with enough people to form of us do a thing at first sight even if signs of activity on the part of the
got something cheerful to tell us.
a small group.'
we decide we will do it.
political parties. At party meetings
(~oodfQ[d.)
.
,
.
Probably I was unusually fortuIf the elector does not decide and there may be some enthusiasm
.
God
bless
you,
MISSY·
It
s
the
nate in being able to do this in a sign when he has finished reading among their own members but in
likes ~f you that fig.ht for us; we
few weeks; certainly I was very for- the form then it will almost surely only one constituency did we see
k~?w.
(Bu~kh~rst Hill.)
.
tunate in the sterling quality of remain unsigned until called for.
evidence of systematic propaganda
Every thI?kmg man should sI,gn
those who joined me, for the majorPrinted envelopes stressing the im- work.
'
that. What s your next ~tep, SIr?
ity have stuck to the job loyally and portance of the contents and asking
•
•
See the Member of Parliament?"
ate wotkin~ to-day with the same for it to' be ready for the collector Party Voting Usually Negative
y.
..
(Walthamstow.)
keenness With which they started.
we found worse than useless, many
The strength of the established
The Electoral Cam.,alfn ISr~ea:ch
"The first straightforward thing
•
•
being destroyed on the spot. ("Sorry, parties is generally over-valued, for wo~k, and our pledge ?rm IS VItal, I've seen in politics since Keir
Workmg m Squade
guvnor, thought it was one of those it is no exaggeration to say that the topl~l, novel. and umque.
The Hardie." (West Ham.)
From June, 1935, we tu~ned out as political things.").
fl.arty political vot~ is.mainly a nel?a- reactions
to ~t of all classes, all
"You can't tell me anything about
a squad two or three evemngs nearly
We have obtained and main- uve vote. Questioning
almost m- creeds, all parties, all ages ~nd both food destruction-I'm
on it." (Cuse.very: week until the General Electained the best results by saying, variably reveals that if the ,:ote. h~s sexes, provide a mas~ of S?Cl~ know- toms House.)
.
t~on I? ~~vember.
There w~s very
when leaving forms, that they will been gIven to the Conservative It IS ledge that can be gamed m no other
"I'll sign anything that has a
little individual work, and no indoor
be collected within an hour. This because of some objection to a trade way..
.
.
..
chance of making our Member of
meetings ~ere held, al~houg_h ~e
helps to bring the majority to the union or the Co-ops., or some dislike
This. IS not mere assertion; It IS Parliament do something for his
had .some I~~eresnng penpatenc. dispoint, whether they sign or not.
of the other candidate, and very sel- ~ome~ng
we have proved. The money." (Leyton.]
CUSSlOnswlµle. we were 011 the Job.
It is quite wrong to think that the dom is there hope of useful action :meputuc;Ie . of present-day
party
Assuredly the harvest is ripe; the
[Ieadership IS largely due to lack of
.
h"
d
Wh
On squa~ mghts we met at the longer they are left the more will be by the member
.
hi knowled
knowled
f hi
reapmg mac me IS tune up.
at
spot at which we were t? stan .and ready signed. Collecting the saII_le On . the other . SIde
there are some t ~s n~w e ge- now e .ge 0 w ich of the workers? When we start on
worked as a ·te.am to the mstrucnons night, however, does not answer m who will rattle off the stock phrases thmgs mterest. the ordmary voter
k
h wc sh 11
.
..
and how he feels about them.
our 1937 wor . next mon.t we s. a
of the superVIsor or gaffer for the rural districts, where rush tactics are agamst
Capitalism, but frequeutly
Th
I' . .
k
th have more acuve campaIgners than
e po mcians may
now
e
.
.
evening.
We had ten regular resented ~nd distrusted.
("WhC!.t, th e on Iy· pomt on whiich th ey seem.
h
~revlousl'J', but we make
..
.
VIews 0f ternan
at thee rneeti
meenn ,OJ.f at anv nme
-.
. .
workers and some "casuals."
TO-NIGHT?
No I'm just off to to have COnVICtlOn
IS the fact that h
.
he s:
b
h g d no claim to ave solved the recruit.A la:ge. squad 'presents certain bed.").
"
the opponent comes from a class t e man in t e street, ut t ey 0- in
robl m
of the man of the home,
g p
e.
difficulties in working.
If, on the
Th M·ddl
CI
h at never did anyt himg f or th e not know
t
th
Th
b
f
We
must every group must, get
'1..
d
h
.
b
k
e
I
e
asses
ot h er nan , t e group IS ro en up
workin -man
nor
.e woman.
. e est type 0'
,
g
.
elector does not sto at street meet- workers an~ mor.e workers. VV_e
have
into two's and three's, much of the
SIGNATU~ES. - ~fter methods
Among the more educated,
you
i·
d' h e does P
t' .go to party been exoenmentmg,
and
believe we
h
'mgs
an
no
\--.'.
....
increment
of association
is lost. have bee~ revised and ~mproved the
find t h e vote has been 0zrven to t e mee timgs. Thi s does no t deno te are on rizht
~. lmes, but
.' until we have
.
About. six or eight seems to be the results WIll depend chiefly on the
Labour
man,
not
because
of
Cl;nya
ath
but
shr
d
ess:
h
k
proved
It
we
will
say nothing,
best size' if more the force should class of voter and type of property.
.
h'
S
.
I'
d
.
b
b
P
Y
ew
n
,
e
nows
R
..
.
h
I
bIb
f
ut
e- the' have nothing new to say.
. eCrUltlng IS t. e ·on y 0 stac.. e ebe split.'
'.
It is still 'all too true that "few but ait in ocia ist octrme
y.
tween us and VIctory. Solve that and'
'.
the poor feel for the poor." In good- cause he appears to be the only one
Gospel of Salvation
we can light a light that will never
Sognd Method
class suburbs the great majority do likely to give a kick to the powersthat-be.
.
Experienced
party
organisers
are
be put out. The very chance of it
As' a very short experience of not want, or rather do not know that
In contrast to the older parties I under no illusions as to the value of is an inspiration.
"doer-step" work satisfied us that ~he they want, the things we are after.
both . Fascists
and
Communists! house-to-house work. Their difficulty
It is said of Waterloo that the
general method of ~he Campaign The most ma~netic speaker with the
was sound and effective, we became most convincmg arguments will not seemed to be gainin~ ground quickly is they cannot get the workers. It French were beaten on the playing
last summer. Probably few hap needs a gospel of salvation to pro- fields of Eton.
anxious to inC::Fe~seour' working convert more than a negligible peractually joined these movements, duce ardent disciples.
At the coming Waterloo the
stre.n~th, a~d we tn~d to combin~ re- centage in the time one ca~ reasonbut many expressed sympathy with
We, and we alone, have a gospel Normans will be beaten on the doorcrUltmg WIth straight canvassmg. ably expect to get and to gIve· on a
them, and the widening between of both political and economic salva- steps of London=-on the. doorsteps
This was bad tactics.
door-step.
Left and Right was unmistakable.
tion. We have still much to learn, of your town, wherever you are.
Much time was spent on "conTo expect gQOd results is to court
tacts" who seemed to be possible disappointment
and
discourageworkers; and we used this excuse for menr. There are some Social Crediarguing when we knew that argu- ters who, starting on their neighments were taboo.
bour have worked down their own
The work of a squad must be road' without securing anything defiplanned, and no plan will work nite.
smoothly if members are liable to
Before deciding there is anything
.
\
•
"get st~ck" at an e<l;r~yca!l. Not wrong with them or the Campaign THE
edict has apparently gone Keynes's ideas by the prominent the gold holding was L313 millions
o~ly .dld. the reCr?ltm.g interfere theyshould put their pride and a
out th~~ we a~,eno}onger ,~ouse bankers seems to indicate that they, at the statutory rate. The difference
WIth SIgnatures but It failed to p.ro- score of forms in their pocket and the words boom or slump. Not at any rate, are prepared to fall in on the transfer of L60 millions from
duce one worker. As the Election go down to the nearest slum or poor th~t t.he powers that ~e hav~ any behind the band, Of course, he who the Exchange Equalisation Account
tothe Bank on December 15 last was
drew near we dropped all talk and ouarter. They will probably find ?bJecnon. to t~e word boom, but, pays the piper calls the tune.
.
'L43
millions, so that it seems
concentrated on. getting as many -they have not far to go, and surelv m practlce, It seems they have
* * *
to suggest that the
signatures as possible.
our cause is worth such a small found th~,t the" more they talk
An examination of the statistics reasonable
.
effort
I
about a boom,
the more other of Clearing House Returns for the difference over the total purchase of
Donkey Work
.
••
people
quietly
prepare
for
a
year 1936 made me risk a prophecy gold by the Bank to date will be
We were surprised and encourArmageddon
or Millenmum
"slump."
.
this year regarding the profits to be about LI20 millions.
aged at the improved results immeFor the ~oment
the. middleIt is said on gO?d aut~'lOrity t~at
disclosed by the leading banks.
It was this matter of the difference
diately forthcoming, and from that classes constrtute something of a I.C.l had already Issued mternal.mbetween LI20 millions and the
time until quite recently we have pro?I~II_l alth?ugn we can .get our structio.ns to prepare for the COI~ll~g Weighing up all the considerarecent L43 millions that used to
ignored the recruiting problem and majorrnes WIthout them in ~ost slump in 1940, b~t whether this IS tions, I was rash enough to wC!.ger
contented ourselves with using to parts. However, events are drivmg .true or not we will probably never that the profits disclosed for the year worry me, as there was no asset big
1936 would show an increase of 8 enough in the Bank's balance sheet
the greatest advantage' the force at inexorably to~ards us, and already know.
per cent. on the profits disclosed for to contain such a figure; but now
our disposal.
the~e .are eVld.ences that they are
* •* *
that I have received my explanation,
1935·
To enable us to cover outlying be~nnmg to discern the shape of
.,
The balance sheets and accounts everything is beautifully dear. The
parts of our constituency several thmgs to come.. One ?ay, perhaps
Who Inspired Keynes.
LI20 millions "loss" is all shown
members with cars picked up the too late: they WIll reahse that the
The campaign
advocating
the so far available seem to indicate
in
the
Exchange
Equalisation
that
the
chosen
increase
was
slightly
others, and this worked so well that altern~nves.are not the status quo or dropping of these two terms appears
Account; that is to say, it is shown
over
6
per
cent.,
and
it
seems
pretty
after ~he El~ction we decided, wit? the mI.nenm.um, but Armageddon or to hav~ been initiated in' nearly' all
but it isn't shown, if you know what
the Director s approval, to use this the mIlle~mum.
. .
countnes at about the same time, safe to say that the remaining bank
I mean, because the Exchange
accounts
still
to
be
published
will
method to sound out the East LonIn working-class districts, however, but in Great Britain it has been resEqualisation Account, apparently, is
show
somewhat
the
same
figure.
don area, where the ground was f~r- signatures can ~e secured readily. pectably introduced by no less than
Prophesying is a risky business, not shown to anyone.
tile for campaigning.
The speed at which they can be col- 'Mr. J. M. Keynes through a series of
anyway.
Out work, therefore, has been lected depends largely on the type three articles in The Times, in the
* *
prima~ily experimental,
not only of .pr,?pe~ty. Basements and "up-] middle' of January.
It would be
* * *
regarding the twenty East London stairs will slow up any squad.
wrong to presume that Mr. Keynes
Significant
When is a Losl Not a Loss?
divisions, but also regarding the
!he percentage that ,can be ob- just thought of it all in his own
The
exact
significance of the
effectiveness of a flying-squad.
tamed depends largely on how little head. Running through his
It has never been quite clear to
Considerations of space preclude closely you can sl?are. th~ time to articles, there is a distinct thread of me how the Bank of England could I 1928 Currency and Banls Notes
~e fro~ any atte~pt to descri?e our work, for th~re will mevl~ably be the Socialist financial rroposals of purchase gold at its market value ] Act [passed before the Exchange
Account had ever been thought
mterestmg expenences, but, in the ~any you "WIll have to mISS on a some years ago. One might also see of, say, 140s. and, thereafter, take it
of] has apparently not yet been
h.ope that they may be of some .ser- once-over..
in his arguments a touch of P.E.P. into stock, as it were, at its statutory
considered. So far as I can disVIce to others, we have .summarised
But I am convinced that an over- propaganda.
value of 8ss. per fine ounce! without!
cover, the fiduciary note issue
our conclusions, based on the work
whelming demand for a National .
showing amongst its assets a figµre
•
•
*
can be varied both UPWARDS
described above, .following, in my
Dividend ~an be mobilised quickly
representing
the
difference.' It
and downwards by administrative
own case, fourteen years of active
by a relatively small number.
Up and Up, On and On
seems, however, that the Exchange
action and without parliam~ntary
Social Credit propaganda
There
is
one
aspect
of
our
case
Th
h
I
tt
.
b
'f
II
Account
bears the
'
.
.
..
e woe
rna er IS eaun u y Equalisation
sanction so long as it does not ex•
•
that makes an almost unfailing j j
."
"f'
'.
.
difference in its transactions.
Eco- I
E..
pertence
Detter Than
AdVice
I'
.
f th e simple-c-instead
0. cpnunumg
ceed 260 millions. As it is now
,."..,.
...,.....
m-.
.
Caim
on t hee attennon
0
ddt
d to
t thgo
METHO:OS.- The best methods worker, viz., the .destru..trion of good R4Pan SWD
1).,'
· 'fIdeare thOda oPd e nomists call this difference a loss, i only 200 millions, this leauesscope
. any part are more food ; and we use trns
.L'J' tOpIC as \a . amsay
of wor king m
'.' InC' ona d me 0"dan cond but, to my mind, the whole transac-I for a fair amount of elasticity."
tions of the Issue Department of t~e
...
.
th
.
h'
l'
b
li
.'
f
nnue
to
go
up
an
up
an
on
an
1
f
d
(Norman Crump, Lloyds Bank
sure V. .',O»n'. uy
an vanant ..on t e usua a onnon-o - on. .Th ere seems to me nQ u.pu
,1,
bt
., expenence
Bank and of the Exchange Equahs- .
Monthly Revieui-January).
by a,dvl!le.
poverty introduction,
h t thi
d . b
hi
d f' a ation Account are so divorced from
A few weeks' close observation
t a .' IS :n. can <: ac l,ev~ or
will enable n w rkin s ervisor-et..!l:l:J~f1.~~r
certaI~ time, provld~d everybody any reality at all that I prefer to use
This would make a very fine text
- . 'l Y ,0
g tJp,.
One of our IIlQS~ sµ_ccessfµl k.eeps ill step and provided the totlJl the word "difference" instead of for quite a lengthy sermon if space
*l'l4r, )~ix,on deliverf!d ,ap ~Il~pirin~ workers gqt sqmewhat IIj.j~ed QIl!! industrial. and national deQ1: cqn- "loss:r
permitted.
AU Social Crediters
a~dr~ss on th!! the£l1e of ~ll!S arqcl~ tp .'!•
d ·nfonne.G an astoniShed tinues to mcrea:se'.
In 1931 the Bank held L.144 mil- should read this extract carefully
meetJP~ 9f Th~ 1930 ql}l:J 1'1 Londoq qn eyep.m.&i4P. I·rt' ,'''', . " '.
'. H,."
.,
, •
..•
.
Decemoer IS.'
hOUSI=!)'Vl(e ~hat y{,eweJ'e 01} ~ cam.Tµe re.C;eptl.On g!.~en to Mr. I lions of gold. At the end qf 1936 and realise its implications.
.
UR group at Woodford differs
O
. . :f:rom most others in that from
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MR. GIBSON LOOKS BACK

KNOW YE BY THESE PRESENTS
N0living
mere formula
test; nor

New Year Reunion Dinner at Sheffield

By W. L. Bardsley

The scheme in question was monopolists seem ludicrous beside I THE Sheffield Social Credit Gr<?upI In 1934, on ~is return fr?m .a
will stand the
. held a well-attended ~eulllon, w.orld. tour, Major Douglas, 111. hIS
any attempt to designed to monetise and distribute this malignant sponge.
Once introduced it would reduce dmner o~ January 5, ove~ which Mr. historic speech at Buxton, re-orienavoid the challenge and catch the the hidden reserves of financial instithe credit-power of the individual to A. ~. GIbson presided, 111 the un- tated the policy of the mo~eme~t
enemy asleep by a trick, even so true tutions, not to restrict them.
nil in three years, on pain of buying a,vOldable .absence of Mr. Kenneth fro~ mere propaganda to action,. m
in purpose as the «demand"
for a
goods whether wanted or not, it Gray, Chalfma~ of the Group. Mr. J. which propaganda of . a new kmd
national dividend.
A Malignant Sponge
would place a tax upon conservation Wolstenholme, 111 a very apt sp~ec~, ,,:ould play a subordmate though
From an article by W. T. Symons,
The
fantastic
super-taxation
entitled "The. Yeast of Social Credit,"
of resources and a premium on proposed the toast of the evelllng: vitally Important part.
scheme-the wen-named "disappear- waste
and .published in Purpose.
.'The
Social Credit
Movement.
Thi
h
·f
li
. fli d
.
.
.
cou led with the name of its
s c ange 0 po cy m rete ~
Mr. Symons is; like everyone else, ing money" of Silvio Gesell-receives
The
device
IS
commended
to
the
I
P,
"
severe
mental
wrench
upon
some of
entitled to his own opinions, but he most enthusiastic attention.
half-baked technician because it Founder, Major C.. H.d' Douglas.
h ose whoi t h e ear I'lest dId
t
0,
m
ays,
ra
Its psychological effect, says Mr. would undermine the money monois not entitled to father them upon
Thi s was receive
with
loudf b een most receptive
.
f
id
.
I
d h hea
,.
0 new leas.
Symons, must be very great. Agreed. poly. It would enthrone
Social Credit.
.
it.
app ause, an t e earty smgIllg. 0 Th
I'
h
"For he's a joll
0 d f 11 "
e new po ICY was,
owever,
He is a member of the Chandos What does the psyche say when
bi
°
Y
g
0
e ow,
t
hl
d b h
~
Pseudo-Sop
istication
followed by three ringing cheers.
s a~nc y s,;!pporte
y t e mass Ol
Group, the relationship of which to asked to choose between an ordinary
The Social Credit Secretariat ,
Mr '" A L Cibso n, respon dimg, Social
the Social Credit movement was pound note and a note for one
. k Crediters,
.
h and brought
k
.new
11
noted in a letter from Major Douglas pound, which will automatically un~er Major.Douglas,.stands.fo~ the reviewed the development. of the wor ers .IlltO t e .ran s speCla y
quoted in the October Supplement. change to one for 19S. 6d. in four SOCIal Credit financial principles Movement from its inception to the fitted to instrument It.
In addition it may be said that weeks and dwindle to nothing at all e?unciate~ ?y ?im, without adult~ra- present day, and referred to the perPerha~~ .the mal~::>ntents, at any
members of this Group have an by the end of three years?
non and vmation from the technical sonalities associated with Sheffield rate the highbrows amongst them,
imperfect understanding of Social
What would the psyche say if told expedients of other schools of among whom he mentioned Georg~ considered loyalty to be sentimenta!.
Credit, both technically and in that ordinary pound notes would be monetary reform.
.
A. Hall, probably the earliest prop a- Pe~haps some of ~hem wer~ consnfundamentals.
superseded
by the disappearing
It stands also for the results which gandist in the country "Old and tutionally apathetic to Action, and
Some indications of this are set variety?
Social Credit will produce, however Crusted" and Miss Alexander
He preferred to talk cleverly on a sub-.
down here to clear up confusion,
Apparently this horrifying device they may be produced, and for the recalled' the early conferences at ject which could be expounded o?-ly
since Social Credit must not be is favoured because it satisfies Mr. use of the vote to demand those London, Hope and Swanwick, and after much study and pr~ctlce.
saddled with extraneous opinions.
Symons' search for a tax which will results.
..
described the work done during the Loyalty was not mere sennmen(I) They do not understand the prevent those terrible
cousumer
.~r. Symons and ~s fnends a~e years of propaganda _ then of the tahty .. Battle~, wars had never ~een
A + B Theorem.
credits from piling up.
willing to compromIse on techni- technique rather than of the philo- won WIthout It. Douglas, ever since
(2) They pay lip-service to the
he first became known to them, had
Not content with demanding taxa- calities in their advocacy of techni- sophy.
proposition
tion as a means of withdrawing con- calities, and suggest that the pop';!lar
In 1932 a momentous
event justi~ed their trust in his wisdom
"that the cash credits of the population
sumer credits from consumers, he vote can, by a process of educat~on, occurred. Mr. R. G. Hawtrey, of and Judgment: All that the. malc~>nof any country shall at any moment be
used to demand
techmcal the British Treasury, travelled from tents had achieved was a disperslO.n
collectively equal to the collective cash advocates the most complete and be
prices for consumable goods for sale in devastating tax ever yet imaginedmethods. .,
London to Birmingham to debate of energy. They had done their
that country (irrespective of the cost a tax on 'money itself-and
says it is . There IS the dIfference. between publicly the subject of Social Credit best to ensure the defeat. <_>fthe
prices of such goods), and such cash
not contrary to the fundamental Judgment and ~a~~ of J~dgment, with Major Douglas. That certified cause they had at hea~t. If with roo
credits shall be cancelled or depreciated
Social Credit principle!
~e~~een responsIbIlity. a~d ~rrespon- to the world that the Treasury knew per. cent. _of the .avallable energy
only on the purchase
or depreciation
The efforts of bankers to reduce sibility, bet~e~n ~OphIStlCatlOn,and all about Social Credit.
of goods for consumption"
behmd a single pohcy success would
but escape from it by remarks like the credit power of landowners and pseudo-sophistication.
In 1933 correspondence between be difficult, th; diversion of .som; of
"no mere formula will stand the •
I
the Green Shirts and Mr. Montagu th.at enerey mto .ot.her d~rectlOns
living test."
Norman certified that the Bank of might make success impossible.
(3) They believe that the technical
England knew all about it .. The two
Sheffield had "done its bit" from
proposals of Silvio Gesell can be with
institutions in this country which the beginning, and would continue
advantage grafted on to the Social
alone could put Social Credit into to do it. It had a set of Supervisors
For the Hon. W. NASH, M.P., New Zealand
Credit proposals.
operation
"overnight"
knew all second to none. He wished Major
(4) They think that national diviOn March 22
about it. They needed only orders, Douglas could have heard the recepdends cannot be cancelled on the
At the request of a large number of correspondents
in New Zealand,
backed by adequate power, to initi- tion accorded to the toast. He would
purchase or depreciation of goods
a Secretariat dinner will be held at the Waldorf Hotel, Aldwych, London,
ate the mechanism which could pro- have felt that there was not much
for consumption, but will "pile up"
W.C.I, on Monday, March 22, at 7 for 7.30 p.m.
duce the RESULTS of Social Credit. wrong with Sheffield.
and have to be cancelled by taxation.
The Chair will be taken by the
The points enumerated are by no
Rt. Hon. The EARL OF TANKERVILLE
means exhaustive, but they are subThe Guest of Honour will be the
stantial, and can be verified by direct
Hon. WALTER NASH, M.P.,
questioning.
Minister of Finance. Customs' and Marketing of
The sentence quoted above epitoNew Zealand.
mises the incorrigibly superficial
The toast of "The Guests" will be Proposed by MAJOR C. H. DOUGLAS.
attitude of the Chandos Group to
Owing to the prevailing "prosperity" prices have risen, and the dinner will
LAST
month we published two in this country if we will but assert
the Electoral Campaign, but it also
therefore unfortunately cost more than last time.
specimen
letters which might our common will.
~If
suggests that in SOCIal Credit we
Tickets, lOs. 6d. each, exclusive of wines, may be obtained by Douglas
be sent by Social Crediters in reply
If you require further information,
Cadets from the Social Credit Secretariat limited, 163A Strand, W.C.2.
have some kind of trick formula for
Please help by applying for tickets not later than March I.
to appeals to support charities and write to the undersigned, who will
jug~ling with finance, and that
to letters advertzsing g)Oodsfor sale. ~ve you full particulars.
realities and facts -life - will be
. The Bradford
United DemoYours faithfully,
found stronger than the formula, so
crats tell us they send the follow.
R. J. NORTInN,
that it must be modified.
Secretary, United Democrats,
ing letter in reply to local adverActually such formulae as exist
Bradford.
tisers of «situations
wanted" and
are designed simply to make figures
«situations
vacant":
Mr. Baxter, Supervisor of the
reflect facts. The phrase, however,
tised SOCIAL
CREDIT,but brought in
Electoral Campaign, says he uses
Bradford
serves as an excuse for the praise of
a useful profit to the group funds.
An Open Letter to Employer
old copies of SOCIAL
CREDITto cut
following suggestion has
bank nationalisation and "disappear- THE
Street-selling of the paper has
or Employee
for enclosures with the above
been put forward by a Supering money" which follows.
continued, the success varying in a
letter, and also finds Folder No.6,
visor of. the Bradford Group:
Dear Sir or Madam, - You are
The Valour of Ignorance
"Wasted Lioes] very suitable to
Groups should make a point of surprising manner according to local either looking for a job or you are
conditions, and the scheme of distriMr. Symons suggests that New
send with it. (See advertisement
establishing public notice-boards
in
a
position
to
give
one.
As
a
Zealand is a stef nearer Social
"For New Readers"
in SOCIAL
in important centres of their city buting back numbers of SOCIALworker, you are no doubt capable,
Credit by virtue 0 having nationCREDIT).
or town. These boards should CREDITstamped with the name and but when you stand before your
alised its Reserve Bank, and defends
have strong glass panes, if pos- address of prominent newsagents, prospective employer, who says, "I
*
* *
this suggestion by the fact that there
sible, or tough
wire netting who in return display the poster at can pay you so many shillings per
A reply to charitable appeals
their
stalls,
is
still
proceeding.
One
has been little protest by the general
suggested by a reader is as fol(though the latter is not so advanweek for so many hours' work," you
public!
lows:
tageous) to prevent persons mark- newsagent reports his weekly sales are in the position of a slave, trying
having risen from two or three to a
With gross irresponsibility
he
ing or damaging
the notices
to sell yourself for a wage. You can
Dear Sir,-Thank
you for the inasserts that both the Alberta and
dozen copies in a matter of a week
inside.
refuse the offer, but then you will vitation to buy your goods. I want
or
two.
New Zealand Government "have in
Below the notice-board there
be forced to suffer those hours of your goods, but my problem is a
fact adopted to a large extent the
To advertise Major Douglas'S
should be affixed a letter-box for
despondency which you are now en- BUYING !problem, and I take it
New Zealand proposals made by
forthcoming meeting at Newcastle,
correspondence and inquiries.
during.
yours is a SELLING problem.
Major Douglas."
The notice-board
could
be thousands of back numbers, with
If you are an employer, you proI am willing to help you to sell
It is extremely doubtful whether
divided into sections for the use slips attached drawing attention to bably shudder with shame when you more by becoming one of your cusMr. Symons understands the interim
of Supervisors, so that each has his the meeting, will be distributed say you can offer so little, but you tomers, on condition you help me
scheme for New Zealand, which he
own section. Extracts from SOCIALunder the above-mentioned scheme. are the slave of your book-keeping to buy more.
apparently regards as a scheme
CREDIT could be displayed to
system.
This must .,?alance and
Cardiff
That is fair, isn't it?
whereby "interest rates on bankcosts must not exceed Income. You
stimulate interest in our paper.
A
novel
way
of
advertising
the
The solution to both our probcreated debt should be compulsorily
In this way, the notice-board Dean of Canterbury's meeting was must balance the books rather than lems (which is only a single money
fixed at a much reduced figure, and
would have the value of a shop- the distribution of 1,000 back num- allow your future employees greater problem) is known.
other restrictions put upon bank
window and provide publicity at bers of SOCIALCREDITon the pre- abundance and freedom.
But is it known to you?
profits and hidden reserves.
The directors of the firm are also
small expense. This is a sugges- vious Sunday with a leaflet insert
You will find the answer in SOCIAL
tion which all groups should carry giving full particulars of the meet- slaves to the bank managers-they
CREDIT,and for the sake of your own
out.
ing. Ten local newsagents each must keep the overdraft down. The better business I suggest you give
Come on, Propaganda
Super- took 100 copies to distribute with bank managers are slaves to their your newsagent a weekly order for
In SOCIALCREDITthis week
visors!
the Sunday morning papers on their "London Office" and must keep their this zd. journal which is trying to
the greatest financial authoribooks in order and not let their cus- increase your market largely.
rounds.
ties are simply debunked.
Newcastle
tomers' overdrafts get out of hand.
To leave so worthy an aim unsupOn the front page Sir Robert
.
...
The "London Office" is also a slave ported by yourselves is very unbusiHorne's proposals for bringing
Continual
actIVIty IS reported
to the man-made and man-directed nesslike, but I have not noticed your
prosperity to South Wales is
from. the Newcastle Group, who
During January Liaison Officers of rules of finance - and in turn advertisements in that paper. Why
shown up as the dangerous
ste.adily pursue the Electoral Camthe Secretariat visited the following "Aren't We All?"
not?
and deceptive nonsense it is.
paign an~. record the :ollection of groups:
Enclosed is a cutting of the paper
Yours' faithfully,
On the back page the solemn,
each a~dlt1onal 1,000 SIgnatures in
Sheffield, Manchester, West Dids- So~
CREDITwith a card to enable
{Signature).
fatuous rubbish of the Big
succession.
bury, Liverpool, Hastings and St. you 'to become a regular reader. It
Ban~ ~hairmen is exposed in
Mr. ~_owney, one of the most Leonards, Brighton and Hove, Poole
will show you, whether banker, ema bnlhant article by Frotti.
enterpnsmg of the Newcastle memSPECIAL NOTICE
and Parkstone, Southsea, Bristol, ployer or employee, how you can
Give this
week's SOCIAL bers, recently printed and distribuHave you read the advertisement
Woking.
assert
your
will
and
obtain
the
freeCREDIT to all your "anti"
ted 37,000 football fixture cards
D. THOMSON,
dom and security you so much de- of the Supplement on the back page
friends and ask them to reply!
carryi,ng local advertisements, which
Director
of
Organisation
sire and which is so amply available of this week's SOCIAL CREDIT?
I
not only covered the cost arid adverJ

0
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